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Skoltz Kolgen, Audiovisual Duo
Bertram Niessen

the sharing of their method “on stage”
is not unanimous (and creates some
perplexities also in who writes). At the
same time, the impact and beauty of
what they’re doing is unbelievable. As
well as we can’t discuss the fact that
their qualitative standard are higher
than any other experimental
electronic performance now available.
I have spoken with them about that
and about some other themes,
discovering that every new project is

Skoltz_kolgen is a Canadian duo
composed of Dominique T. Skoltz and
Herman W. Kolgen. Draft of one of the
cases in which new media artists
share not only artistic life, but also the
affective one. In Italy they are known
mostly because of their perfect and
effective live and their audio-video
projects, even if their activity is
extended to audio production,
experimental movies and graphic.
Their aesthetic consciousness, cold
without being glacial, and their
lucidity in the construction of plans
make them one of the most important
reality in the global panorama of
audio-visual performances. Their
super-cool universe are articulated
between cellular life, immaterial highdesign and flows poetic. Who read the
interview to Rechenzantrum in the
past number ( Digimag09/nov05
“Nuovo centro di elaborazione dati” ),

different from the previous, from the
liveness point and for many other
aspects. First, despite the
appearances, the Skoltz_Kolgen,
thanks to their predisposition of
writing their own software, are able to
work jointly both on the level of the
input audio/video random but linked
one to each other, both on a bigger
live component than what appears
from their work Flüux:/Terminal , that
made them famous. So a great
example of new media artist that
work in a real meta level between
electronic arts, who know how to
work on software as well as on
generative art, on audio-visual
performances as well as on the
delicate relationship between ethic
and aesthetic, and last but not least
on codes and virtual languages and
3

natural biological environment.

that has biological references real and
audio in this case is the creator of
cells. In Ovskii everything is virtual,
pure matrix on a PC black and white.
Pixels moves thanks to audio dynamic
and build patterns and synaptic forms.
In our music we creats instruments
able to work to micro-extreme levels
in sound. With this type of interface
we can work with microstructures of
wave forms to create permutations
and reorganize their structures. We
also develop scripts and randomizer
able to inject information,
randomization, or precise decision
into the sound. In fact it is possible to
control every single aspect of the
sound and make some rules at the
same time that make the interface
create the sound.

.

Bertram Niessen: The visual
composition of your works is
definitely complex. Beyond your
multiple influences (glitches,
photography, architecture and
biology), we can always see a
recognizable mark. How do you
describe your aesthetical choices?

Talking about the aesthetic, our goal
is to eliminate the distances between
synthetic and organic. The fusion
between these two aspects is very
important as we are always searching
to combine the systems, that is
controlling (with sound, codes, data)
controlling our virtual micro-system in

Skoltz_kolgen: One of the thing that
inspired us the most is microphenomenon, micro-evolution or
micro-transformation of system. Their
inner organization, their rules, their
contaminations,
their
slow
permutations, their destructions or
morphogenesis. This system can be
organic or purely synthetic for us. In
Fluux:/Terminal, for example, we
created wireframe structures that
moves their selves. The sound can
influence their normal evolution while
time goes by. Audio in this case is the
stimulating/disturber agent. In
Epiderm we created a virtual ambient

combination with typically organic
system.
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creative
engine
of
the
performance/installation, even if we
always need to put some rules and
aesthetical parameters first. We love
every project because of its own
structure. In Ovskii is difficult to
control the matrix in a perfect way, so
live everything could happen and this
is part of the project.

.

Bertram Niessen: Lot of the artists
who work with audio-visual
performances give importance to the
liveness component. Some others
focus more on the construction of
environments, considering the
liveness as a secondary aspect. What
do you think about that? How much
liveness is there in your work?

Another important element is that in
some way, we’re slave of the slowness
of our computers so we have to
compare with this limit, mostly live.
Live in Epiderm it is difficult to have
the total control on all the genetic
cells. But everything changes
nowadays, so in our future maybe
we’ll be able to do everything live.

Skoltz_kolgen: It depends from the
nature of the project and its goals.
Some have the performance as a
sharing of a particular environment
and emotional state with precision
and specific direction. Some other as
Askaa have randomness as the
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or modulate the result through some
deformation parameters. At this point,
the result is nothing but the
combination of audio dynamics added
to our aesthetic decisions. This new
visual influences our project, as a
feedback, and stimulates the way we
build new sounds using the first
interface of Loefrek. It’s a sort of
continuum between audio and video,
that influence each others. It’s a
flexible tool.

.

Bertram Niessen: Now much is
important the programming of the
instruments you use? Can you
describe some of them?
Skoltz_kolgen: Most of our projects
need to work on developing
technologies . We don’t care about
limits that available software have. If a
project need something particular
that doesn’t exist, we create it. From
this point of view, we have some
friends who help us out where our
knowledge is not as good as we need.
But we develop our interface on our
own most of the time.

.

Bertram Niessen: The narrow
relationship between audio and video
is a striking element in your
performances. Do you think as
audiovisual synesthesia as a dialog
between audio and video, as a fight,
or as a description?

In Ovskii, our first live project,
everything is real time. We created a
tool named Loefrek who paint pixel in
a black and white matrix. Loefrek has
two different interfaces. The first one
creates granular sounds live
broadcast, the second one is a
translator from audio into video.
Sound creates visual repercussion on
XY matrix and it is possibile to modify

Skoltz_kolgen: All our works
(performances, installations, movies)
contain the idea of relationship
between sound and images. When we
look at an animation, we always try to
hear a possible correlate sound, and
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vice versa. We feel like creating a
natural dialog when we connect
sound to images. The intersection of
elements let us always propose new
ideas and emotions. Only through this
mix of medium our expression is
polarized and directed. In
“Flüux:/Terminal” there are some
strong connections between sound
and images, and that’s the reason why
it’s an intense movie both from the
physic and psychological point of
view. But on the other side in Silent
Room this relationship is interpreted
in a more metaphorical way: we
abandoned the narration starting from
characters to let the music do the
talking.

.

Bertram Niessen: Can you say
something about your way of working
to conclude this interview? How does
the project is devised and realized?
Skoltz_kolgen: First we have a
brainstorming session about the main
concept, until the focus becomes
clear and excite both. At this point, we
discuss about how this specific work
differ from its predecessor, what’s the
connection, what we need to head on
with the concept. It seems a coercive
process, but it’s something natural,
that happens while we’re having
breakfast, or during a stroll in the
park, when we drink good wine (or a
spritz). Our life is a cocktail and the
border between life and creativity is
weak and fine. This rhythm and this
dynamics run our projects, in a sort of
continuum.

www.skoltzkolgen.com
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Rachel Greene And Contagious Media
Maria Rita Silvestri

all magazines from all around the
world published the news.
The work on which the exhibition
most
focused
on
was
BlackPeopleLoveUs.com, a website
were Sally and Johnny, an imaginary
Caucasian-white couple, insert and
ask for textual and photographical
contributions about friendship with
black people. The exhibition didn’t
treat only the Internet, but all the
network and net. For example
Rejection Line consists in a telephon
number that every women can use to
show her refusal to someone who
tried to pick her up. The women can
leave that number to unwanted
people. A recorded message will
answer saying that “The person who
gave you this number does not want
to talk to you or see you again. We
would like to take this opportunity to
officially reject you”. More than a
million people since 2002 used that
number. If you need it: 212- 479-7990.

Rachel Greene has been for a decade
executive of Rhizome, a well-known
new media art platform affiliated to
the New Museum of Contemporary
Art of New York . She left office to
Lauren Cornell, but she still is the
coordinator of expositions made by
the same organization. In 2004 her
first book “Internet Art” has been
published.
Contagious Media , her last expo as
executive, was a monography about
Peretti brothers. Both artists with a
predominating attention about social
dynamic, Jonah is the leader of
Eyebeam Contagious Media group
while Chelsea is the performer. Jonah
has defined as contagious the
practice through the massmedia, after
verifying that his request to Nike to
produce shoes named Sweatshop has
had a global diffusion at the point that
8

.
.

Mariarita Silvestri: Rhizome is the
largest database and one of the most
well-known network of media art. Are
you working to create a real new
media art market in the world? If yes,
in which way?

Mariarita Silvestri: What are the
Rhizome plans for the future?

Rachel Greene: I think that Rhizome
may help the creation of a market,
first because it creates a critical and
social contest to media art and its
diffusion in the world. We’re actually
working with sellers and other sort of
istitutions who deal with art. This way,
we can create a real market where
buy and sell are possible and true

Rachel Greene: Rhizome will turn 10
next year, therefore a lot of new
interesting programs will be
inaugurated. We’ll celebrate our tenth
anniversary of activity 10 year after
the birth of the new media art. It will
be a work that use the Art Base
archive as starting pont. Moreover,
you surely have already noticed that
we’ve restructured the membership
and make the access to the archive
free.

Mariarita Silvestri: What is the relation
between Rhizome and New Museum
in New York ?

Mariarita Silvestri: Talking about
Contagious Media exhibition, how
was the public feedback?

Rachel Greene: Rhizome is an affiliate
of New Museum that is a separated
organization
with
its
own
foundraising. We have free offices but
pay for other services, as
administration and foundraising that
are high quality ones. It’s a great
situation.

Rachel Greene: I didn’t get a feedback
from the public. But it was an
interesting show because we used
actors that absorbed directly our
visitors. For example some black
actors went to people that was
looking at “BlakcPeopleLoveUs.com”
asking their opinion. We did this
because if someone is looking to a
work about interracial difficulties they
will react in a different way if a
coloured people is standing near
them.
We also had women, models and
actresses, that played the
performance of the Rejection Line,
9

invented by Jonah and Chelsea Peretti
to give women the chance to react to
exaggerated and annoying flirts. So
we hired these beautiful women
whose work was to be kind, talk with
everyone, look to every man and give
them the Rejection Line number. It
was a show about social dynamics,
not about objects, and that’s the
reason why we thought it was
fundamental to activate this kind of
works.

I hope to come back as soon as I can.
Mariarita Silvestri: Can you explain
what Art is for you?
Rachel Greene: Art can be lots of
things. To me art has different
meanings. Talking about new media,
art offers the opportunity of change,
intervention, criticism or celebration.
But I’m interested in traditional art as
well, painting, portrait, historical art. I
think that art can be a social contest
for people. For example, I organized a
show about Heath Bunting, a real
artist, to whom institution such as the
New Museum are interested, even if
he’s not famous and doesn’t possess a
gallery. It’s the type of work and
intervention that an artist does and
easily understandable by art
institution.

.

Mariarita Silvestri: What is your
relation with Europe? Have you ever
been the coordinator of a show over
there?
Rachel Greene: No, but i’d like to. I do
not come to Europe to follow media
art for a long time because of
personal reason. I’m married and I
have a family. It’s not so easy to wake
up and go abroad as I was used to
when I was young. But I love Europe
and I’m deeply interested in knowing
what artists are doing everywhere. So,

.

Mariarita Silvestri: Rachel, what does
the future propose you?
Rachel Greene: At the moment I left
Rhizome, but into good hands. There’s
10

a new director that works in a great
manner, Lauren Cornell. She’s been
involved in Rhizome for a few months
after managing a little organization in
New York called Ocularis, important
for some video screening, and she
also cured a show at ICA of London.
So she took my place and I take some
time to head on with some personal
projects. I’d like to go on doing
projects at the New Museum and i’m
also interested in working in

television, the other huge pubblic
space pubblic apart from Internet.

www.rhizome.org
www.newmuseum.org
www.eyebeam.org
www.beigerecords.com/cory/
www.irational.org/heath
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The Other Tv Is Made Up With A Modem
Beatrice Ferrario

Basilea Art and Design University and
author of the art platform xcult.org;
he also collaborated with Monica
Studer and Christoph van der Berg.
Financed by the Swiss foundation for
culture Pro Helvetia, 56KTV 
presented in Italy last 11 November
thanks to Next2Frame organization  it
exists because of the works of all
around the world artists who are
supported by professional people that
make up and bring their contributes
out.

Think of intermittent images black
and white writings and old televisions
interferences. Think of biting shocking
funny provoking and mocking videos.
Imagine a contrary to trend web site
that imposes an access time to visit its
pages and a broadcasting station
making fun of television and its
characters. A broadcasting station
that wants to limit its use instead of
promoting
the
audience
administering to the televiewer-user
non-stop programs that meet the
demand (when the demand already
exists) or create an induced one when
required. This is 56KTV Bastard
Channel , this and much more.

.

56KTV can be defined as a “bimedial”
platform because it superimposes two
media, television and web,
provokingly upsetting their purposes.
Its position is contrary to television
market logics and internet freedom. In
the era of media on demand (what
you want, when you want, where you

First of all it is an online art project (it
self defines as “an international online
art project”,) created by Reinhard
Storz
art
and
theory
of
communications lecturer at the
12

want, on the medium you prefer)
Bastard Channel imposes to the web
its temporal dimension. As they where
in old-fashioned TV, programs are
only available on fixed time. When the
user enters the site there’s a list of
active (so available) programs. And if
the user wants to watch something
which is not on the list he has to
accept it and wait for its program time
to come.

Let’s talk about 56KTV particular
proposal. They offer a mix up of
commercial images ( ZZZZZZap ) and
an oracle-sphinx to which you can ask
questions on the semantic of your life
( Sphinx ). There’s a lot of noir (even
real noir!): a sequence of images taken
from classical thrillers ( Crime Time )
and the TV series CSI scenes
compared to real homicides ( Crime
Scene ). You can download a
comprehensive guide to programs
where you can find programs titles,
subtitles, and extensive descriptions
of their plots or contents and
obviously compliments to their
authors. At the foot there are some
suggestions to users: required plug in
(usually Flash or Java), type of sounds
(music, voice and noise), interactive
level (from one + to three +) and how
much the program can put to the test
your powers of endurance (from  to
three small balls i.e. very much!)

The user will probably wonder why
there’s this absurd restriction. Bastard
Channel says it “really doesn’t want to
reach the audience in every moment”
and that it is against “the TV and
internet bite and run away approach.”
In other words this strange web TV
wants to make the audience reflect
distracting them for a moment from
the swallowing up of his usual media
diet.

We watch Tv-Bot. Striking News for
you. It’s the answer to usual television
news, in other words it’s a preview of
television news to come. This bot  i.e.
a program acting as an “intelligent”
agent  real time connects to
webcams placed all around the world
linking images to news titles in various
languages. Here is an alternative way
to be informed. Here’s a windows
looking on to the whole world.

.
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CROUBALIAN (Geneva), BEAT
BROGLE
(Berlin),
PHILIPPE
ZIMMERMANN (Zurich), JODY ZELLEN
(Los Angeles), MONICA STUDER /
CHRISTOPH VAN DER BERG (London
/ Basilea), FRAN ILICH (Mexico City),
MARTIN DAHLHAUSER & DOROTHEA
HEIN (Berlin), ESTEE OARSED
(Bangalore).
.

Artists participating at 56KTV are:
YOUNG-HAE
CHANG
HEAVY
INDUSTRIES (Seoul), MARC LEE

http://www.56k-bastard.tv/index.ht
ml

(Zurich), SHU LEA CHEANG (migrant
artist), EXONEMO (Tokyo), BIRGIT
KEMPKER (Basilea), JIMPUNK (Paris),
NATHALIE NOVARINA / MARCEL

http://www.xcult.org/rest/rest.html
http://next2frame.altervista.org/56k.
htm
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Copyzero X: Multiple Choice Licence
Maria Molinari

commercial view. As Riccardo
Bagnato says “copyright warrants that
nobody does to Walt Disney what
Walt Disney did to Collodi.” The term
Copyright means the author only has
the right to reproduce, copy,
distribute and modify his work of art.
If the author wants to allow someone
else’s usage of his work of art he has
to declare it through a licence.
Copyleft is on the contrary of
copyright “a general method to realize
a free software program” (Richard M.
Stallman) and “a philosophy that turns
up into a variety of free commercial
licences” (Wu Ming 1). So copyleft
extents these rights to everyone
because it is aimed at promoting the
spread of knowledge. Everyone can
reproduce, copy, distribute and
modify a work of art if he guarantees
the same rights to the other people by
using a licence having the same terms
and the same conditions of the
original work of art licence.

Copyzero is an exclusive complete
system promoted by the Movimento
Costozero . As we have already talked
about last month in the first part of
this article, with digital signature and
temporal mark  i.e. with Copyzero
and Copyzero Online  the cost of
royalties and licences is reduced to
nothing. With the first and unique
modular licences Copyzero X  which
are effective in the foreign Countries
too even if they were appositively
conceived for the Italian legal system 
artists give up some specific exclusive
rights on their digital works of art. This
article is aimed at understanding how
these new licences work and what the
difference between them and
Creative Commons is.
The all-rights reserved copyright has
now become an antisocial offensive
and a protectionist instrument in a
15

possibilities. These licences fit both
the software (Copyzero X SW licence)
and other works of art even the works
of art that won’t be diffused by
internet (Copyzero licence Paper
Version). Apart from the predefined
version COPYZERO X 1.0 , which is
open content persistent (i.e. the
equivalent of a free copyleft licence)
you can generate the licence you
need
following
this
link
www.costozero.org/licenze/selezione
_licenza.php and selecting specific
clauses. If you choose the one relating
affiliated rights and SIAE your work of
art can freely move without legal
troubles: “This way the open content
and the culture free transmission are
actually supported.”

.

There are a lot of licences releasing a
work of art: from free software
licences (GNU GPL is one of the most
famous licence of this kind) and
software certification to open content
licences like Creative Commons
dealing with other works of art whose
content can’t be performed. This is
important to underline that Creative
Commons Share Alike is the only one
which is surely a copyleft licence.
Copyzero X has been available since
last year. It’s a Multiple Choice
Licence, i.e. a system of multioptional licences that allows the
choice among a large number of

16

the other hand LCX generator allows
to select/deselect single rights  in
this case: translation rights.
“We” says Grossi “have developed a
licences generator which is cut out for
the Italian legal system. Every Country
should start from its legal system and
then interact with other Countries on
international channels. But Creative
Commons copied and pasted in
CCPLs entire parts of the US Civil
Code. Then with the iCommons
project (that allows to modify the
licence text if it’s strictly necessary)
licences have been translated in
various languages (almost no altering).
The result is that parts of the US Civil
Code weren’t altered at all. This is not
a problem concerning licences
functioning but in our point of view it
represents a limit to their potentiality.
As a matter of fact the Copyright Act
includes in Derivate Work definition a
series of economic use rights: here is a
“bunch”. So When a CCPL allows (or
doesn’t allow) the creation of derivate
works, it also allows (or doesn’t allow)
the licenser to exert a series of rights
(instead of one right). With LCXs we
wanted to get over the limit
represented by derivate work
concept: we got over it by referring to
an Italian copyright law that makes a
list and describes economic use rights
taken one by one.”

.

What are the main differences
between Creative Commons and
Copyzero Xs? Says Nicola A. Grossi :
“We are talking about two different
formulations. There are six Creative
Commons Public Licences (CCPL) and
they work in bunches, while there are
above 200.000 (real number)
Copyzero X (LCX) Licences and they
work with great quantities. Great
quantities system allows the licenser
to freely select the exclusive rights he
wants to give up and so it’s possible
to satisfy a higher number of
demands. With the “In bunches”
system (rights can’t be selected one
by one, you have to select a group of
them) only few solutions are available.
Let’s make an example: Someone
wants to release his book with an
open content licence but he doesn’t
want to allow the translation of his
book in other languages. There are no
CCPL that can satisfy his demand. On

17

promoting the free culture exchange
mainly in internet (obviously through
the free files exchange) has to be
concerned with connected rights too.”

.

Differences between Copyzeros and
Creative Commons become more and
more marked when we get into more
delicate subjects such as connected
rights guardianship and SIAE . In old
CC Italy faqs we read: “Creative
Commons licences don’t mention
connected rights in the list of licence
rights. This means that before
releasing the work with a Creative
Commons licence you have to obtain
the consent of the owner of
connected rights.”

.

The following CC statement is not
clear: The licenser reserves the
exclusive right of drawing his fees
personally or by means of a collective
management corporation (i.e. SIAE) .
Says Nicola Grassi: “The SIAE General
Regulations say that if you are a SIAE
subscriber you can’t use open
licences. With LCXs the licenser can
declare he doesn’t make a breach of
contract with SIAE because he has not
a contractual relationship with SIAE
(this clause can quickly work out the
argument between a musical group
and a SIAE agent who wants to check
if the music they play it’s not written
by authors who’re SIAE subscribers:
this is not an academic example, but
it’s an evidence we had the pleasure
to collect). On the contrary with
CCPLs the licenser (who can’t be a
SIAE subscriber) can always receive

According to Nicola Grassi this is a
risk: “If you download a mp3 of a song
CCPL licensed, which was created by
the licenser but produced by another
person and performed by a third
person you have a tort liability
according to the Italian law because
connected rights are not included in
the licence. Thanks to EUDC, in Italy
connected rights have become more
powerful since April 2003 (for works
communication and reproducing too).
So an open content licence aimed at

18

possible fees by the SIAE (because he
is a SIAE subscriber). This is really
unclear and it leads the reader to
believe SIAE subscribers can use an
open licence (in this case a CCPL).”

.

Creative Commons and Copyzero X
has only one thing in common: They
can’t protect a work of art by
themselves. This is true also for other
free or open content licences.
Licences are only useful to limit
restrictions to the usage of a work of
art and to eliminate some protections
imposed by the copyright, so that
diffusion and creative usage are
encouraged. Copyright is the only real
method to protect a work of art.
Neither Creative Commons nor
copyleft renounce to it. So first of all
you have to obtain the work of art or
software copyright then you can
establish the distribution terms.

CCs are ambiguous even when they
talk about profit. Says Nicola Grassi:
“Creative Commons NoCommercial
licence excludes only a purpose which
is prevalently commercial. So with
Creative Commons NoCommercial
licence an indirect profit purpose can’t
be prevented (for instance a
promotional purpose). Actually CCPLs
 even with their “no commercial
clause” consent an indirect profit
purpose; on the contrary LCXs can
consent some profit activities or
exclude them. If I don’t want the
licenser to use my work for a profit
purpose (neither direct nor indirect) I
just don’t have to select “profit usage
right”, “hiring right”, “someone else’s
hiring right.”

www.unicam.it/ssdici/diritto_d.htm
http://internet.cybermesa.com/bern
y/cosacopyleft.html
http://nilocram.altervista.org/spip/ar
ticle.php3?id_article=29
www.costozero.org
www.creativecommons.it
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Flickr Art: Database And Voyeurism
Valentina Tanni

The endless data collections have
always fascinated software artists
who have been trying to imagine and
divulge alternative interfaces since
the web appearance. They are trying
to build up systems that can filter
database raw material and return it in
an each time different  in the
aesthetic aspect and message 
formalization. That’s the reason why
Google-based artist projects have
been drawing crowds for a five-year
period. These projects use the stream
of texts, images and videos drawn off
from the bottomless well of the most
famous and used research motor of
the world transforming them in news
generators, landscape images,
quizzes, micro cinema and
happenings too.

In a justly famous essay written in the
now remote 1998 the theorist of new
media Lev Manovich acknowledged
database as an essential element of
the new-born digital culture and he
built up a theory inspired by the well
known Erwin Panofsky ‘s study (
perspective as symbolic form ) where
you could recognize the “sensible
signs” of a spiritual content in the
perspective methods adopted by the
human being. So according to
Manovich, database  the new
contemporary symbolic form 
contains “the new way we configure
experiences of ourselves and of the
world. After God’s death (Nietzsche),
the end of Great Illuminist Tales
(Lyotard) and the arrival of the Web
(Tim Berners Lee), the world appears
as an endless and unstructured
collection of images, texts and other
archived data.”

.

But a new phenomenon has been
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launched out on the net since 2004
and after an irresistible rise it has
become one of last years most
interesting web services. We’re talking
about Flickr a web site where you can
publish your pics in a free web zone.
You have also a series of social
networking instruments (you can
exchange comments and messages
with other users) and an effective
mapping system of the downloaded
stuff carried out by tags (images have
tags defining their thematic or
subject.)

experiments. For instance the author
of interfaces as Newsmap and Social
Circles Marcos Weskamp has just
launched Flickr Graph, a Flash
application to visualize in an utter
dynamic map, active social
relationships among Flickr users. On
the other hand Mappr project  by
Stamen Design  dispense locality pics
on a geographic map of the United
States . Flickrmap has a similar
concept; it offers the possibility to
download on your web site a world
scale map where your pics 
downloaded in Flickr and with an
appropriate geographic tag  can
automatically appear.

The decision of making software API
(the programming interface) available
gave rise to a series of chain
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.

Psychological-social mechanisms that
explain the triumph of this kind of
service are voyeurism (the pleasure to
peep at someone else’s pic) and
exhibitionism (the pleasure of show a
certain image of you.) These are the
conceptual chief supports of an
interactive exhibition organized by
Amsterdam ‘s Mediamatic. The Flickr
Peep Show (June 2005) was an
installation where visitors could peep
through some holes in a darkened
window. Obviously behind the
window there were some pics picked
up from the Flickr database. If you
sent a text message with your key
words you could “guide” the images
on the screen and you could choose 
as real voyeurs  your own favourite
show.

.

The ColorPickr project by Jim
Bumgardner is very appealing. It is an
interface that classifies your surfing
through the huge collective
photographic album by a chromatic
criterion. By selecting a colour from
the central palette a series of pics
based on the tonality chosen appear.
But images can also change into
words: The Spell with Flickr project by
Kastner gives you the possibility to
write using photographs of letters
exclusively. Fixr is more conceptual; it
asks the users to describe an
unforgettable place or situation and
users will receive in exchange a very
similar to their description image.

www.flickr.com
www.flickr.com/services
www.marumushi.com/apps/flickrgra
ph
http://krazydad.com/colrpickr
www.mappr.com
www.flickrmap.com
www.fixr.org
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www.metaatem.net/words

www.mediamatic.net/artefact-200.9
203.html
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Video Art Perceptive Codes
Mariangela Scalzi

unconsciously slip in the first lively
perceptive short circuit of his trip.
Through constant audiovisual raids in
its last years exhibitions  mainly with
Invisible , a 2004 installation,
Popesses’ centre has dedicated a
huge space to works of art whose
interactive capability, digital culture
aesthetic mark and impressive
environment character attracted the
audience’s attention on the most
current video art trends audiovisual
language technologies.

These days’ visitors of Siena meet
with a maybe unexpected scenario
when treading in medieval tradition
footsteps they get to via di Città. A
strident voice arrogantly tunes up a
double-speeded song from the
entrance-hall of the historical Palazzo
delle Papesse  built in the second half
of the Fifteenth Century and today
well known as a Contemporary Art
Centre; the visitors’ look instantly pass
from the stone of the palace to the
sculpture made up of monitors that
originates the voice.

.

The ripped wrinkled video whose
colours are pop culture-inspired
shows a ruffled and sometime
hysteric female singer that tunes up
her almost incomprehensible song
from the huge palace entrance-hall in
one of the most crowded downtown
roads. This makes the visitor

Popesses’ Palace seems to appreciate
the attractive potentialities of
experimental authors such as Olafur
Eliasson . Until 8 January 2006 the
Centre presents Look At Me. Video
Perception a dynamic journey
through an artistic production centred
in the multifarious expressive
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capabilities of video language: it
presents an historical reconnaissance
of cornerstone video art works by
such artists as Nam June Paik, Bill
Viola, Gary Hill, Pipilotti Rist and then
it puts these works in touch with
works belonging to a younger
generation of artists. This brings upto-date the interpretation of old
works and rekindles the war of words
among perceptive codes.

.

There are some other works which are
influenced by other figurative
languages such as panting, drawing
and animation techniques . Marzia
Migliora and Elisa Sighicelli with Pitfall
made up a run in an animated wood, a
sort of video
. The
tableau
vivant
Greeting installation by Bill Viola
represents a very fascinating
encounter between video and
composition stylistic features of the
painting of the Sixteenth Century.
References and assonances among
the works of art are really constant.
The Niamh O’ Malley ‘s idea for the
bookshop space clearly refers to
painting: the projection of swallows
flying beyond a cloudy window
painted on the wall multiplies the
points of views and alters visitor’s
perception.

The mobile and inquisitive Tony
Oursler
‘s
look
in
the
Creation/Destruction installation asks
us about our perceptive willingness to
motion art. During our journey we also
run into typical wall or screen
projections like the beautiful video by
Sefir Memisoglu (Untitled) and the
alienating video by Julie di Mika
Rottenberg . We also find one of the
first examples of Studio Azzurro
Sensing ambient (Tables, why are
these hands touching me?) . Here the
communication code between
installation and visitor is not very clear
and the potential expression of this
work of art feels the effects of it.

As a matter of fact Look At Me is an
interesting narrative journey not only
for the works it presents but also for
the capability of the Centre to come
entirely into play interpreting with
great versatility its spaces mainly its
most charming spaces such as the
“caveau” (Jessica Bronson) , the
mysterious dug in tuff “caves”
(Bianco-Valente), the roof-terrace
(with an art program), the bookshop,
the entrance-hall and transitional
spaces.
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at will by Giovanni Ozzola , Playhouse
by Janet Cardiff & George Bures Miller
and Latitude by Cotterrell the video is
only one of the elements that make
the visitor feel completely plunged.
It is clear art fruition is an experience
in which the sensation of full aesthetic
enjoyment derives from the alchemy
of different components: the personal
and social character, environment
conditions and experience of the
visitor. Fascinated from a work of art
the visitor gathers these aspects in a
sole state making the work of art
memorable and clear like an insight
that
doesn’t
need
further
interpretations.

.

Finally some works create their own
special places: The table of Mona
Hatoum enchants us with the
overturning of significance levels 
Deep Throat is provoking and
disgusting. In You cannot shed heart
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Thomas Brinkmann, Electronic Antistar
Marco Mancuso

find its place only in the last years.
Against dogmas and discipline ( he
loves telling how he was sent away
from the art school because of his
modern andradical ideas), he was one
of the first people that in the 1980s
started to work with rythmic lines in
electronic music, obtaining new
remixes tecnique, thanks to a great
tecnical work on instruments and
tecnologies, (for example, its dj set
with two arms, and doppler effects).
Everything together with an amazing
style. Only in 1997, Thomas Brinkmann
make his attitude a real job, thanks to
te remixes for Plasticman and Mike
Ink.

The two things most of the people
knows about Thomas Brinkmann: the
first is that the artist is one of the
brightest musicians in the so called
minimal techno scene of the last 20
years, the second one, is that he has
always been dar from the worlwide
tour, from the huge cache and from
the more or less commercial
production.
Thomas Brinkmann is the ultimate
antistar, expecially in the world of
electronic music, always so
autocelebrative. He is the typical
genius working in the shadows, less
known than othersma much more
interesting and important for different
generations of techno musician.

.

From this moment, Brinkmann’s
career had a turning point, both
commercial, with his own label, Max

Also his artistic history is a sort of
puzzle, in which every part seems to
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Ernst, and artistic, with some works
produced under different names
(Ersnt, Esther Brinkmann, Soul Center
are just the most famous) but always
trying
to
join
sound
art,
sperimentation and dance attitude.
Lots of productions, from the
ultraminimal and monotone series
known for the orange covers and the
female names in the title (without
forgetting a certain hardness in
rhytmic of these songs, everyone 133
bps and 33.333 Rpm as rotation), to
the techno-funk exploratrions and the
Soul Center, one of the project that
shows mr Brinkmann’s talent in using
special ambientations for his songs
and his rhytmics.

.

Mk: Thomas, you are considered a
kmuscian, tour research about sound
and your work have always been well
appreciated, as your high quality in
music. I saw youmany times on stage,
also with TBA, and I’m really curious
about this project.. .

Two works in the recent years bring
him to the top: Klick in 2001, the result
after years of research and minimal
glitch esthetic, and Tokio + 1 , more
focused on a deeper research about
sound. Maybe today, Brinkmann’s
career has come to an another turning
point , following the new melodic and
minimal pop, as it seems in his last
a l b u k m Lucky Hands a n d i n h i s
partnership with the Goergian artist
TBA. But also in the interview we had
in Milan, together with his dog and
too much beers…

Thomas Brinkmann: I have some
crossover project with TBA, not much
at the moment. She sings in 4 tracks
on my new album, but our production
are indipendent. We influence each
other, comparing our point of view on
our work. Playing live, it happened
that people started to dance while
she was playing her album Amule’.
She didn’t know how to aford this
situation, so I helped her. She was
quite schocked by that atmosphere,
so we decided to play our sets
together. At the moment, nothing is
prepared, but we are still working:
now we are moving from a set to the
other, and you won’t know which one
will be the most powerful…
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Mk: You are famous for your remixes
tecnique, for creating new sounds,
loops, grooves, abd alco you build you
own instrument. Are you still enjoing
with the digital tecnology?

not only once in our careers. I’m

Thomas Brinkmann: Lots of people
call me a dj, but I thin the
sperimentation isn’t properly a dj’s
thing. So I don’t regard myself as a dj.
I’ve always wanted to create music
without thinking about the product or
its future, both on a record and on
stage. You’ll never know if your
audience will love it or not. In my
opinion, sperimentation is a wind, a
creative, full of life wind.

Mk: What is the next step in your
music or in electronic music in

happy just because i’ve come so close,
as many artists never get. I’ve walked
road other never ever imaginated, i’m
happy.

general?
Thomas Brinkmann: The answer is
easy: we don’t need other researches,
we need a new movement. In 1995-97
there was a new situation, digital
instruments were available for
everyone, you really could create your
own sounds and a real record.
Nowadays, it’s happening what
happened with the music in the
1970s-1980s, when everithing
imploded to create electronic music. I
can say that most of the production
are boring, we are now used to the
same things. I guess something is
going to happen. Are we doing ntoday
what we want or are we wanting what
we do? Unfortunately, the answer is
the second one.

.

Mk: Do you think that you work can be
considered as a bridge between
techno music and art / music
sperimentation? You, Pole, Mike Ink
seemed to join this two aspects..
Thomas Brinkmann: I don’t think I built
this bridge. Maybe we are close to,
but we have to work day after day,
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where people weren’treally open
minded. I left the art school because i
couldn’t stand thosa rules. It
happened in the late 1990s the
situation was different, I was
considered famous and i worked a lot,
buying instruments,good sound
systems, sinth. Later I had my own
label. You believe in something and
you have to follow your instinct, and
my way now it is easier than 20 years
ago.

.

Mk: Have you ever thought about
giving your music to some
multimedial projects?
Thomas Brinkmann: I’ve worked with
some directors, creating soundtracks,
but I’ve also worked on projects that
joined video/lights and sounds. When
you are a musician, you are focused:
I’m very interested in everything you
can consider as electronic art, but I’m
not involved in artistic production in
this way. I worked on a 8 speakers, 8
channels art work, together with
Markus Schmittel: music was like a
rope, something really complex we
could move into the room, with
engineers and sound engineers. I’ve
also another idea: a sound wave into a
tunnel, 15 m height and large, where
people can walk in. I have some
sponsors, expecially in the south of
Italy and near Montecassino (Thomas
is living in Italy for many years).

.

Mk: What are your feelings today like
an artists when you’re on stage, when
you produce your music or you
manage your own label?

Mk: I have a question from a musician
friend of mine. You started playing
music in the 1980s, but you
startedproducing only in 1997. What

Thomas Brinkmann: My feelengs are
always different, but I’m always at my
ease playing in a club or in a festival.
Recently I was at the Interferenze
festival, and there were so many
problems…We couldn’t find the hotel,
no one knew about the festival or the
place i was supposed to play. But
when i started, there were 700 people

did you do during this years? How is it
possible for an elctronic musician to
live with his music?
Thomas Brinkmann: When i started,
people told me i was crazy, nobody
wanted to work or play with me. I
lived in a small town in Germany,
31

dancing, and that was one of the best
night ever. This is an amzing feeling,
as when i’m in studio, or in my label.
There are no rules, just as i want.

www.max-ernst.de/
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Dj: Shaman Or Jukebox?
Alex Dandi

sexual implication of moving, but
dance has always been important in
collective ritual.
If you saw the images of the crowd
dancing during a djset of Larry Levan
at the Paradise Garage inside Maestro
documentary , isn’t so difficult to
understand that a good dj set is an
adrenalic experience, a sort of
celebration of our instincts.

“There is a time for dancing”,
Ecclesiaste 3:4 Bible
In the beginning there was Jack. And
Jack had a groove. And from this
groove came the groove of all
grooves” – Can you feel it, Mr Fingers.
What are the differences between a
good dj set and a bad dj set? When a
dj is considered a good dj? Who are
the best djs? These question seem to
be really personal, but they hide some
esthetic rule. If as Frank Broughton
and Bill Brewster wrote in Last night a
dj saved my life, the dj came from the
shaman, the mystic figure of the
ancient times where dance and
religion were really close, then the
role od the dj is now really different,
full of responsibility towards the
audience. Dancing and religion are
now far from the other because of the

.

That is the reason why religion is now
afraid of dancing. Afraid of the many
aspects of the dance, like losing
control, the contact between tha
human being and the everything that
is God. During the dance there are no
mediation, no reasons but only
celebration. The first rhytm is the
easyest, the one really similar to the
heartbeat: it is the sound that make
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our head bumping.

music were focused on a mystic
theme, with a sort of gospel scenary
(Promised land by Joe Smooth INC).

The first movement is the bridge to
the real dance.That is the moment in
which we need someone to carry us
to the real dance, to help us losing our
control and bringing us to a sort of
edonisthic trance. What we need is a
good dj. If he is not able to carry us in
the right way to or ideal ” La La land”,
we can help the experience with
drugs, but everything becaome less
instinctive, too artificial to be true.

But when a dj set can be considered
good? The answer is easy: when there
is a good selection. A A A passionate
one, a rhitmic and melodic road able
to carry our minds to distant places,
while our body is moving. Selection
should be so good that no remixes is
needed. Mixing should be only
something that makes the set better,
a sort of optional that fit the music
into a wider idea.

.

That is the reason why dance music,
the music for our body, can and have
to makes us losing our human
dimension without drugs. We deserve
a good dj set, and at the same times,
we have to let our emotions free and
feel the whole feelings music can give
us. Agood dj is someone that makes
us want to dance. Mysticism together
with djing isn’t a modern idea: God is
a dj by Faithless, where the club is
compared to a church, is a good
answer. Some songs in the fisrt house

.

A dj with a great tecnique can make
interesting also a boring record, but
anyway this is not so usual. The
combination between selection and
mixering is what makes a complete dj.
The dj has to feel the audience, its
emotions, until they together reach a
sort of orgasmic top. Mixing can be
unique, armonic or not, but it has
never to become neither a noise, or a
tecnicque exercise. Dj setis a trip, and
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it has to be as most enjoing as
possible. Smooth but also
adventourous. Choosing music just
because it sounds good is the worst
mistake of a dj. It is true that, with this
choice, tecnical mystakes are more
difficult, but this is a limit in the
selection. Tecnique, passion,
selection, sensibility, these are the
keyword for a good dj set.

the most important thing is playing
the latest song, where everyone can
become a dj after a couple of
download, where dj is a jukebox and
commercial music is considered a
genre, in these days I said, it is really
hard to find a shamanic djset. Difficult
but not impossible. The next time
you’ll be in a club, don’t think about
the location, the one who is in
consolle, don’t think about your
favourite hit, just let music guide you,
let the dj be a dj, let him be original.
That is the only way to help the club
culture, with lots of glitters and less
content. And we’ll be back dancing.

In these days, when producers and
/or musicians become dj because of
the hype of their productions, where
dj are too much interested in public
relation, where flyer and sponsor are
more important than the show, where
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Metamkine Look At Us: Live! Ixem 05
Domenico Sciajno

performance for more than a decade.
The Cellule is a structure with a
changeable geometry, which is
formed by musicians and cineaste.
From 1987 they have been presenting
their work at various festivals, art
galleries and independent spaces in
French, Europe, Canada , USA and
Japan ; they collaborate with groups
coming from different part of the
world. During their live performances
through reflecting mirrors, multi
projections and an ingenious

The second edition of Live!iXem 2005
took place in Mestre-Venice at the
Candiani’s Centre from 9 to 11
December 2005. The contest-festival
is aimed at analyzing the Italian
realities involved in sound and
interdisciplinary experimentations.
This year’s judges were well known
foreign artists who have also
performed together with the authors
of the selected projects. Judges have
in common a deep experience and
knowledge on the relationships
between sound and images, among
them there were Xavier Querrel the
cineaste and sound experimenter of
Cellule de Intervention Metamkine
(review guests).

displacement Metamkine produce a
new film by reversing spirals of
drawings and improvised photos live
accompanied by an audio trace made
up of tape fragments and old
synthesizer sounds. The group is
formed by Jérome Noetinger (electro
acoustic devices), Christophe Auger e
Xavier Querél (images elaboration).
They have been working together for
ten years and they have brought film
and audio trace in the live exhibition
reign. Their performances have a
strong deep-down impact; their only
materials are film and sound;
musicians and cineastes are on the
stage in front of the audience and two
mirrors set up in the hall reflect
images on a screen behind them.
Sound and images are real time

This was the right context for
Metamkine because they have been
exploring the relationships between
sound and images on live
36

elaborated; cinema for the eyes and
music for the ears. .

art a body. Some of them look like
architectonical sculptures: different
elements were selected placed and
arranged in the space. I think these
works are also very clean, limpid, as
artists wanted to avoid excesses.
Domenico Sciajno: Do you find this
cleanness a merit or a limit?
Xavier Querrel: Well, I think
sometimes a certain roughness and a
dirtier aspect is lacking…

.

I asked Xavier Querrel his opinion on
this Live!Ixem edition selected works
as he were part of the audience.
Xavier Querrel: There’s surely a certain
homogeneity among these seven
selected works. They are works of
good workmanship. Looking back at
them I notice they could have
something in common: they recall me
sculpture. They made different
“materials” (sound, time, space and
mass) malleable. Some of them are
hand made, like artists were bakers
kneading the bread. Some of them are
engraved, chiselled by means of
precise instruments. Some of these
projects were created eliminating,
subtracting, cutting and suppressing
the material to define/create/make
up an imaginary block and give it a
form. Some others were created to
aggregate: they created and collected
materials to build, to give the work of

.

Domenico Sciajno: Maybe now the
person talking is the Xavier-artist
who’s always looking for sonorous
images that reveal themselves among
ripples in the gesture-mechanical
“concreteness” of instrumentation and
“analogical” procedures.
Xavier Querrel: I must admit sounds
and images worked out through
numerical media often seem to me
too clean and shining as they were
immaterial, as they didn’t have roots
sinking in the ground. Ground having
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a taste, a smell. Ground that can be
mud that can spatter

.

Domenico Sciajno: What do you think
about X-Scape, which was musically
conceived by Martux_m while images
were created by Mattia Casalegno
from Kinotek?

Domenico Sciajno: Let’s go into
details. What’s your opinion on
Panorama by Zimmerfrei’s collective?
Xavier Querrel: Juxtapositions,
staggers of time, but these different
strata of time slide and combine. They
have a great technical skill and a
precise direction. There are different
actions/performances and stagger
events which are sometimes
incongruous but that gave me – the
audience  the possibility to invent a
story. The sound is essential, it lets
images breath

Xavier Querrel: It’s made up of fine
material; the space is sculptured or
better delicately chiselled as a lace.
This work is made up with surgical
precision, it’s a chisel operation.
Domenico Sciajno: Autoctono by
Chiglia:e:remi…
Xavier Querrel: It’s slow, sensitive
composed and infinitesimal. There’s
complementary of two different
screens and of sounds. Each element
lives its own life and it’s at the same
time connected with the others. This
gives the audience the possibility to
every time read elements in a
different way. It’s a good poetry that
frees itself from abstract images and
confronts itself with simple images of
nature.

Domenico Sciajno: What do you think
about Surface Study #1: Sand by
Alessandro Fogar?
Xavier Querrel: It’s a time thread
elapsing Fogar made sonorous,
tangible, and visible. It becomes
sensitive at touch, a little wrinkled. At
that moment we imagine its taste.
The only thing is lacking is its smell.
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Sanfilippo (aka Tirriddiliu) another
entirely sonorous work.

.

Domenico Sciajno: I Sinistri ++
propose Black Pulse vs White Space, a
work exclusively on sound. What do
you think about it?

Xavier Querrel: A music that seems to
be freed and at the same time
subjugated. It’s like a mass of unstable
material shining. Sometimes it
becomes tame and it lets you think
you could influence its direction but it
slips under your fingers. It’s like an ant
eater at work.

Xavier Querrel: It’s aerial, delicate and
bucolic. Sounds are straightforward
and simply placed. There’s too much
kindness in my opinion. They should
add it a little bit of madness.
Domenico Sciajno: Let’s conclude
with
Chitarra
acustica
improvvisamente stravolta by Dario

www.ixem.it
http://metamkine.free.fr/
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Evolutionary Simulation Artificial Intelligence
Gigi Ghezzi

mono-cellular life form to the existing
complex life forms. These dynamics
reflect an informationist approach in
opposition to artificial intelligence:
the command instructions are not
top-down but bottom-up, which
means
that
when
survival
competences rise, they rise for an
adequacy that such competences
show in response to selective
environmental pressure.
Artificial Life (or Alife from its
abbreviation) born from a promising
interaction between evolutionist
research and informatics: in the
computer simulation environment a
togetherness of instructionist
technology and selection processes
are applied, taken from the Darwinism
paradigm.

Alife had its consecration in the
nineties (though already in the fifties
John von Neumann showed how it
was possible to create self-replicating
systems at a mathematic level).

Intuitively, the theme of artificial life is
the computer simulation of the
behaviour of real organisms and
ecosystems. Through this artificial
reproduction of life, numerous
scientists look for the answers to
questions about the nature of life and
evolutionary
processes
that
characterise a living organism also
trying to understand the dynamics of
the underlying evolutionary processes
that have brought the primordial

.

Among the pioneers of evolutionary
simulation, we find John Holland who
in the mid-seventies developed the
so-called Genetic Algorithms,
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programs that have the ability to
“evolve”, in the sense that they can
solve problems that even the
programmers had not foreseen and
included. These dynamics are possible
by introducing into the algorithms an
elevated number of variables (some in
conflict between themselves) and
with definite objectives in a summary
manner.

Alife was taken by Thomas Ray with
the creation of the first virtual
ecosystems denominated Tierra. The
source code Tierra C transforms the
computer into a virtual environment
where the operating system works in
Darwinian way. The computer can
cause therefore selections and
mutations of the code (it can be
compared to genetic strings)
according to its environmental state
(available
space,
processor
temperature, program community,
etc.).

The forced reproduction of the
algorithms and the natural selection
of the environment (new problems)
will determine the evolution, but also
the mutation of the algorithms,
producing a more suitable program to
the new environmental conditions.
Good performances will be
immediately transmitted to the
offspring (other strings of codes);
however, it is not a cultural
transmission, but “phenotype”: the
child already knows how to solve the
new problems.

In the eighties it was the biologist
Christopher Langton , who officially
classified Alife as a branch of study,
organising a conference at the
Oppenheimer Study Center of Los
Alamos in New Mexico in 1987,
inviting 160 scholars from the fields of
biology, genetics and informatics to
discuss the theme of the artificial
reproduction of life in information
technology environments.

.
.

Another big step in the direction of
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In 1996 the project Biota.org was born,
a no profit organisation whose
purpose is to give assistance and
promote
the
engineering
development of organisms bred in
synthetic ecosystems of biological
inspiration. Among the proposed
projects, we must mention
Darwin@home , the re-proposition , in
a planetary key, of the construction of
a digital ecosystem in network as
foreseen by the program Tierra by
Thomas Ray and by the Evolving
Virtual Creatures by Karl Sims.

.

The discourse between the two
dimensions, however, is not
unidirectional: we know that the
answer of computer simulation, if
effective, can be nothing but a new
hybrid, but at this point, in an
opposite direction: that is virtual
creatures that are able to contaminate
biological reality. And this is the case
of the simulation applications of Alife
to robotics that have found up to now
limited realisations, but a large
amount of literature, often alarmist.

It is important to underline how
biology contaminates informatics not
only at a metaphoric-linguistic level
(the classic example is the concept of
computer virus), but in certain fields
of study, like that of the artificial-life,
it hybrids it tout court, introducing
biological phenomena into computer
environments.

www.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/hollan
d.GAIntro.htm
www.his.atr.jp/ray/tierra/index.html
www.biota.org/
www.darwinathome.org
http://web.genarts.com/karl/evolved
-virtual-creatures.html
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You, Robot
Miriam Petruzzelli

antropologia della vita artificiale (You,
Robot, anthropology of artificial life),
in which the origins of a contradictory
archetype are faced with shrewdness
and scientific rigour, at times
unnerving, passing from robotic
artificial intelligence, with an acute
glance that joins scientific research
and
philosophical
vision,
anthropological analysis and
sociological study.

What is natural and what is artificial?
What characteristic does this
distinction take on today, if there be
one possible? What can Man do facing
a nature that is escaping the
reductionism model and in which Man
appears more and more of an
exception?
Set to find an ample definition of
these two terms seems to be
laborious and risky task and perhaps
sterile if abstracted from the
awareness of a universe in progress
that does not lose its mystery in the
typical attempt of our scientific and
humanistic discipline to dominate or
to understand. This seems to be the
conclusion reached by Riccardo
Notte, in the light of a fascinating
study conducted on one of the
biggest ultramodern myths with the
provocative title: You, Robot,

.

“The robot in fact is an image full of
connotations which are not always
unequivocal. Its shiny steel skin, its
super human electric “blood”, its
striking mental ability not polluted by
vices, by passion or by intentionality,
that orientates actions into good and
bad, display a way of being
comparable to semi divine conditions.
In a more than a century of imaginary
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robotic history it has gone from the
“substitution machine” to “the prefiguration of a new evolutionary stage
of humanity”.

.

In You, Robot the author moves from
the analysis of the cybernetic program
to demonstrate that it aims at
redefining the fundamental laws of
the human being. The expansion of
the artificial seems in fact
unreasonable without a preventive
“artificialisation” of human relations.
But what about the purpose of
alteration of pre-existent cognitive
and behaviour patterns? And what
about the social and ethical effects?
And why, have, for some time now,
writers, philosophers and artists that
are set in the myth of the artificial
man, been sending worried messages,
that deny the intense ideological
activism of the techno-culture?

A due reflection, in an epoch that
inherits a technological make-believe
populated by cyborgs, humanoids,
mutants. and from which translates in
part the results without however
being able to foresee the
consequences. A truly real
metamorphosis, a promise or a threat
having in any case epochal traits. The
future robotised humanity is, when
all’s said and done, a diffused
perception, and there are those who
with authority take such a transition
for granted, while robots proliferate in
factories, in toy shops, in laboratories,
in homes, in the streets and in the
media. Biorobot, gel-robot, mini robot and insect-shaped robots that
swarm; all this lets us suppose that
the twenty-first century will be a time
of integration between man and
robot. But not without doubts.

A well known school of thought states
for example that organic and
technological life are forming a new
and superior synthesis. Even though
the evidence of facts demonstrates
the contrary: ontological discontinuity
of the artificial is insinuated in the
network of living beings and it
shatters its connections. The only
compatible relation, if any, is the
artificial network, widespread around
Man as a concrete psycho sensorial
habitat, thrown into an impassable
deep future. Also in this case the
separation from the natural planetary
network is the announced destiny,
already in part put into practise and
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paid for at a high price.

governed
by
technology.
Furthermore, robotisation of human
relations promises a new paradise, a
new utopia, an aspiration that would
eliminate instability, incoherence,
uncertainty, undecidebility and the
togetherness of fluctuations to which
the present-day is subordinate, on the
point of shipwrecking in limitless
human marginalization .

.

Actually, part of the charm of the
robotic simulacrum, punctually
amplified by popular cultural
products, comes from the myth of
escaping from the ephemeral chain of
existence; it is the project of a
singular, ambiguous “dynamic stasis”.
The robot, anthropomorphic emblem
of artificialisation, can seduce because
it promises a new strategy of
immortality. Science fiction literature
(but not only), and then comics, the
theatre, the cinema and the arts have
modelled for more than a century the
various senses in which this original
intuition was articulated. Many
unaware projections classified by the
author, illuminate expectations and
fears that come from the progressive
artificialisation of the human: the
contemporary form and future of
dehumanisation.

.

The artificial man, is the oneiric image
of a half human being, virtually stable,
whose presence becomes a new
centre and a new circumference in
the world multiplied by the more or
less infinitive capacity to expand
itself, to probe, to decentralise the
work of the sciences. Artificialisation
expresses all the strength of this
tangible utopia, and acquires its own
indefinable but unnerving charm
every day that goes by.
The author: Riccardo Notte (Napoli,
1958) teacher of cultural Anthropology
at the Academy of Brera , in Milano.

In conclusion, the robot synthesises a
peculiar escape from “earthliness”, but
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Moving from his first research into
logics and epistemology, under the
guide of Michele Malatesta, at the
University “Federico II” of Naples ,
since the end of the eighties he has
been investigating into social, political
and cultural falls of new technology in
communication. Between 1988 and
1995 he was writer for the twomonthly “Mass Media”, and he has
collaborated with various Italian and
foreign periodicals. Intense, at the
same time parallel, his experience as
art critic and art historian and
numerous collaborations in the
organisation of exhibitions, among
which XIV Quadriennale of Roma. And

author, among other things, of (
Millennio virtuale ) (Roma, 1996), La
razza stellare (Roma, 1999), La
condizione connettiva (Roma, 2002) e
di You, Robot. Antropologia della vita
artificiale (Firenze, 2005).

Riccardo Notte
You, Robot. Antropologia della vita
artificiale
Vallecchi, Firenze, giugno 2005
pp. 174
 18,00
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The Dialogue Of Ics And Ipsilon
Matteo Traversari

maker has to ask when thinking about
his/her own interactive work.
Perceive the way in which a complex
sophisticated human comes to
dialogue with situations, with the
purpose of reaching a certain
objective. A rather vague definition,
but which allows us to state that
many objects can be seen as
interactive: the simplest utensil on a
table can clearly express how it wants
to be used, the interface of the latest
simulation software that portrays
complex flight situations.

“An interactive system, I believe, can
be considered a new type of film; but
a film that can be controlled, and that
concerns something we wish to
influence. And the important duty of a
project maker is to imagine this
interactive film. Let’s not wonder
about the nuts and bolts: what is the
dream? ” (Nelson, 1980).
High
interactive
content
representations, shapely objects,
suggestive environments have the
purpose of influencing the human
mind, as if in the context of a motion
picture. Reality is painted, actors
move between one scene and
another, they act and they behave.
But who’s really interested in it? The
virtuality of a film is what seems to be
inside it, but what most matters is:
What does it really want to be? This is
the most important question a project

.

Within this logic the word
“instrument” must be broadened:
from “tool to do” (tool for the
execution of a determined operation
of an art, of a trade or of a technique”
as in the dictionary under the voice of
“instrument”) to “tool for thinking”.
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Non-visible virtual machine, the
digital instrument is without a doubt a
“tool for thinking”, proposing “active
appearance” that manipulates,
transforms and moves information.
The result is global, from the motor
system to the mind, the whole body is
involved in the perception of a real
immaterial. But research is in
continuous mutation, tightly tied to
the technological solution, it offers
more fitting proposals to real
environments, both in its most
concrete vision and in its conceptual
dimension.

Conceptual manipulation must never
break away from that metaphorical
progress that the virtual environment
allows us to create and develop. New
“virtuality” that can be a great creative
stimulus using the flexibility that
digital elaborations can offer us. The
screen is a writing desk (desktop), the
window is a drawing board (
Digimag06_Lug/Ago05 – “Vetrine
interattive e ancora meraviglia ), the
picture is a video. ( Digimag08/ott05
“Bitoforms: il re e l’attivista ). Or the
same software inside a calculator
could riproduce the reality of which
we are inspired. In the latter case, and
we’ll speak more rightly about
mimeses. Such figures strongly help
the user of the system with a
“conceptual model”. A model
developed by the human mind to
comprehend the system and its
behaviour with the purpose of
interacting in a correct and efficient
way.

“The challange is that of creating
systems which, through an intimate
cognitive interaction with the user,
help the user structure and
manipulate his/her own ideas. The
key to building such a system is that
of finding ways in which the user can
operate on his/her own ideas as if
they were objects”. (Card & Moran,
1988).

The projecting of such a structure
must be studied, nonetheless,
remaining strongly conditioned by the
subtle but not less important ability of
the sensory system to acquire such
information. Every gesture is
exquisitely rich in meaning,
indispensable to the mind in the
comprehension of the dynamic traits.
These are Indispensable dynamics to
define the behaviour relative to the
contingent fact. Smelling, hearing,
touching are a few of the methods of

.
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communication that can accompany
any type of behaviour, neglected by
mental attention, but well considered
by the human unconsciousness when
evaluating what is real.

.

The creation of an interactive system
is, therefore, highly complex. It means
intersecting apparently different
fields: industrial design with
electronics, psychology with software
making. To be able to do this well the
appropriate technology needs to be
available, but also with well-founded
principles on which to base the
guidelines to define a real interactive
work. That means redirect each
supposition to the consumer, who
makes up the end-user, but above all
the reason for being.
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Material Girls
Simona Brusa

change colour in predefined areas.
Her interactive textile works of art,
Dynamic Double Weave and Leaping
Lines , based on this new material,
have been around the world and have
shown an alternative vision, of highly
decorative and handmade aesthetics,
of our concept of technological
textiles.
Without a doubt, there is nothing
more exciting for a designer than to
touch, experiment and create new
material. For a creative mind, in fact,
new material could be the final step of
a long experiment or the stimulating
beginning of a new project.
This is the case of Maggie Orth,
recognised innovator in the field of
electronic textiles and founder of the
company International Fashion
Machines. Her work in the field of
wearable computers, started years
ago with MIT, has evolved in a slow
but progressive way towards textile
experimentation. The need to win the
difficult challenge of generating
peculiar effects on clothes or on soft
surfaces has brought Maggie to the
creation of a new electronic textile
(Electric Plaid), printed electronics
with thermal-agent ink, able the

.

Today her work has reached a new
change in direction, this time
commercial.
In
fact
switches/dimmers, the appearance of
which have very little to do with the
normal appliances we find at home,
have recently been put on sale on her
site PomPom Dimmers : they are in
fact coloured and soft pompoms that
vary in light, reacting under a caress of
the hand.
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This time the ingenious Maggie has
taken advantage of another
characteristics of her electronic
textile, the conductibility of her
treads, and has given life to a new
sensor (fuzzy sensor) that substitutes
the traditional switch and introduces a
playful and soft interaction, but not
for this less functional. Women
seduced by technology, but not by
the hi-tech aesthetics, women that
experiment with new materials, but
not abandoning the beauty and the
warmth of traditional art textile.
Women like Maggie Orth or also like
Rachel Wingfield.

cloth, are magic and enchanting, and
with a decisive modern touch reinvent
traditional objects like tapestry,
curtains (Blumen) and window
curtains (Digital Dawn)Thanks to her
work, interior design has suddenly
enriched its vocabulary with new
interactive surfaces, which turn into
unexpected sources of light, or into
ambient displays that monitor energy
consumption or noise levels in the
environment.
So, old England hasn’t stopped
surprising us, and her most beautiful
tale is the one told us by Janet Stoyel ,
housewife tired of baking cakes, who
at forty years old enrols at the Royal
College of Art, turns textile designer
and revolutionises the fashion world
by “baking” futuristic textiles in her
back garden. Textiles designed with
processes that take advantage of the
latent potential of laser technology
and that of ultrasounds. Her
ClothClinic cuts lace with lasers
(LaserLace), engraves ultrasound
three-dimensional
textiles
(SonicCloth) for names like Gucci,
Donna Karan and Paul Smith. Not bad
for a not so old lady.

.

Rachel comes from another tradition,
that of the large London schools the
Royal Academy of Art and the Central
Saint Martins School of Fashion and
Textiles. Her research is concentrated
on the fusion of new technology with
traditional pattern design to make
reactive surfaces. Her results,
obtained by the printing of
electroluminescent technology on
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Now the marriage is finally official.
This September Philips Design
publicly announced the beginning of a
new era in Textiles with the creation
of a new material: photonic textile
(Photonic Textile). Disregarding the
name of robotic reminiscences, the
prototype is real and is made up of a
flexible matrix of multicoloured LEDs
intergrated into a soft textile that
when needed can become interactive
with the inclusion of sensory pressure,
bluetooth or GSM. The appearance is
that of a low resolution display. Now,
new (alarming?) possibilities for
innovative systems of illumination, of
visualisation and communication are
foreseen.

.

In the meantime, the industrial world
is also continuing its research through
the channels of laboratory
experimentation and has reached new
results. Among the low cost materials
the LEDs have been for a long time
and are still one of the preferred
technologies in the experimentation
of reactive surfaces and in the
creation of luminous clothes. Many
among those who have worked with
technology applied to fashion and
interior design, have dreamed about
the desired wedding between textiles
and light, between cloth and LEDs.
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www.ifmachines.com/
www.ifmachines.com/products.html
www.ifmachines.com/design_dynam
ic.html
www.ifmachines.com/leapinglines.ht
ml
.

http://loop.ph/twiki/bin/view/Loop/
RachelWingfield

We are one-step away from intelligent
chairs, sensitive sofas, perceptive
rugs, and padding that thinks,
inevitable temptations in our
panorama of future experimentation
for pioneers of diffused and invisible
technology. Who knows one these
may already be under the 2005
Christmas tree…

www.clothclinic.com/
www.research.philips.com/newscent
er/archive/2005/050902phottext.html
mms://Ntstream2.ddns.ehv.campus.
philips.com/efi/86090/Photonic.wmv
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Big Art Group And The Infested Screen
Annamaria Monteverdi

their chest for the shot of another
one. In little words, 3 screens
contiguous engendered a single
image.
The surprising element of the show
was that also with the fix cameras, the
machine created by Manson used
with ability to create through
cardboard profiles the sensation of
shooting movements, the succession
of shot and reverse shot, tracking
shots and close ups. The theatre
revealed this way the tricks of cinema
and television.

The NewYorker Caden Mason, leader
of Big Art Group, famous for his
spectacular
technological
manipulations on stage, has landed at
Senigallia, at the Theatre La Fenice
with his House of no more, invited by
Velia Papa (director of the Inteatro
Festival) which attracted a mass of
people.
The previous show of Big Art Group ,
Flicker, was a funny and destructive
parody of TV reality shows, live
tragedies and chronicles in real time
widespread on TV. It was organized
like a real time movie, a movie that,
while realizing, was already broadcast
and on stage. To the 3 cameras
corresponded 3 positions and 8 actors
controlling “personally” and in turn
their own “digital eye” playing
meanwhile a character of the story
and lending their arms, their head and

.

With the new show of House of no
more , the elegant and reserved
Caden
Mason
bans
media
communication. Another real time
movie, producing a “funny and
subversive” effect. A comment of the
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New York Post that, in fact, points out
what this show really is: a kind and
tepid critic to media.

image treatment during the Gulf War.

The plot is crime news, true or
alleged, about a mother who is
looking for her daughter desperately,
maybe kidnapped. She too can be
guilty for it because of her puzzling
split of personality. It seems that this
is an event CNN and other US sisters
of hers, at the beginning of Iraqi War,
tried to emphasize in order to shift the
US audience away from the daily
images of bombings over the Middle
East area.

Talking about this allusion to war
time, Caden Mason could maybe
have hit more directly the target. In
this sense, House of no more could
be the popular and streamlined
version of some concepts of Kevin
Robins . In the chapter War Visions,
there is a paragraph entitled The
Infested Screen where the scholar
analyses the tight relation between a
serial killer murder and the brutal
strategy of communication and of
“monster construction” at the time of
the war against Saddam Hussein.

.

.

A sort of detournement cleverly
orchestrated by big media about
which
who
knows
what
communication sociologists, such as
John Berger, Régis Debray and Kevin
Robins, could have written. Maybe we
can take as example the book of Kevin
Robins Beyond Image , where the
author reflects on imperialism of
image, on surreal proliferation and on

In the House of no more , the fact of
using a camera for each actor,
shooting something which won’t have
any correspondence to what shown
on the screens, proves that the
images broadcast by television are
not nothing but a compositionmanipulation of reality. In comparison
to Flicker , he added green screen
technology, which makes things more
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complicated but gives the
opportunity to add new and especially
“real time” environments thanks to
chromakey and to a video digital
production switcher controlling the
position of the actors, cutting them
up Live.

.

The trick is between what you can see
(what the public of the theatre can
see) and the video manipulation,
between continuity and discontinuity
of image out of the screen. A funny
way to recall us, if still we needed it,
that the trustiest view on television is
the result of a complete
invention/deformation of reality. The
camera doesn’t shoot but rewrites
structures. Any image is then
objective, the television makes the
fiction reliable.

So, if what you watch on the screens
tends to have a sort of narrative
coherence, what happens on stage is
a frenetic and continuous movement
of costumes, of change of positions
and of gestures and characters
doubling. Who looks only at the
characters won’t understand anything
because the code to interpret is
elsewhere – that is to say in the
cinematographic rules behind the
editing of the movie projected on the
screens-. You can find the trick of
“choreographic synchrony of actors in
movement”, perfect in Flicker , trying
to look for the point in which they
could become, thanks to the camera,
(but only in the composition of image
inside the screen) from separated to
tight, from far to near.

At the end of the show, there are a
series of subtitled claims that should
emphasize the political nature of the
show: I am the information, I am the
media Slogans unable to make the
theatrical operation, formally
extraordinary, and with undoubtedly
great visual impact, a real and serious
critics on media, especially in war
times.

www.bigartgroup.com
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For A Democratic And Shared Net
Lorenzo Tripodi

thanks to censorship actions and to
repression of freedom of speech in
the activist and protest blogs of
young Tunisians, at home and abroad)
is that in a virtual environment, once
more, dynamics and conflicts develop
reflecting partly the politics of
geographic environment.
The issue concerns the US monopoly,
holding the structure of assigned
addresses, the domain name system
(DNS). At present, the system is
controlled by a non-for-profit
organization whose offices are in
California , the Internet Corporation
for Assigned Name and Numbers
(ICANN), charged by the US
Department of Commerce. In a
preliminary meeting in Geneva , some
months ago, one of the topics on the
agenda was the identification of more
shared control methods of the net at
an international level. A proper
request that actually clashed with the
rigid opposition of the USA .

During the last weeks, the World
Summit on Information Society took
place in Tunis , two years after the
summit of Geneva , and had to deal
with global strategies in order to face
the issue of digital divide.
The most discussed subject was
instead Internet Governance, much
more interesting, of course, both as
far as economic earnings and social
control are concerned. Who has the
power to control internet? Who
controls the way the new electronic
frontier is developing? The result of
one of the most discussed
international summits of recent years
(strong is the anachronism between
the democratic welcome message of
the President Ben Ali and the choice
to settle this summit in one of the
countries with the biggest control
over internet information worldwide,
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necessity to hold its supremacy on Eeconomy.

.

The most critic countries on this US
control are non- aligned countries
such as China , Iran , Pakistan and
Brazil who accuse USA to have a
centralizer and “imperialist” attitude
also on internet. Europe too has
criticized, even if moderately, the
American sovereignty . The risk is
even a World Wide Web “divide”, with
the birth of different internets
controlled by single nations. A
paradoxical step backwards with the
subsequent loss of the most
revolutionary aspect of the net: a
global environment, accessible to
everyone with no frontier but
languages.

.

It’s even true that at present,
comparing it to the totalitarian
attitude of many countries accusing
the American control, it is the one
that seems to grant the survival of the
libertarian philosophy that has always
animated the net pioneers, rendering
it a unique experimentation
environment on horizontal autoorganization. In this case, the US
worries for freedom of speech
requests are not only propaganda
even though, once more, it’s in the
name of freedom that you take more
liberties. The co participation to the
internet governance is a fundamental
necessity that must be sheltered as
much as possible from the countries’
political supremacy.

The issue is complex and anything but
expected. On one hand, it is obvious
to say that the US government
controls with authority the assigned
names and addresses of internet and,
on the whole, the structure process of
the net (whose original development
was sponsored by the US government
itself). On the other hand, we must
say that the countries criticizing more
violently this status do it in favour of a
stronger state control. Countries such
as Iran , Pakistan and China are
concerned about having the
opportunity to control and censor
internet contents. Anyway, we can’t
deny that US have a liberist approach
to internet based on market calculus
and consequently focused on the

Unfortunately, the forum of Tunis has
experienced, on these subjects, a
clash with these rigid positions that
didn’t bring to any turning point and,
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as it happens frequently, has
engendered new small forums. The
result was the creation of IGFInternet Governance Forum  that
should take place on next semester in
Greece
and
will
gather
representatives of governments,
industry, civil society and local

autonomies who will think about a
more shared as well as democratic
control over internet. We will stand
and see.

www.smsitunis2005.org/plateforme/i
ndex.php?lang=en
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Do You Remember Our Beloved Commodore
64?
Teresa De Feo

game made by artists researching a
new use and comprehension of
technical devices. An articulated
exhibition where techne writes its
history, showing retrospectively
paths, possibilities, as well as old and
new uses. A travel for computers’
lovers, with touching and melancholic
moments, as when you are near the
beloved Commodore 64 or to the
awesome Amiga which, how could
we forget about it, in those years
paved the way for what would have
become a true revolution. It is
impossible then not to mention the
aura of old cybernetics of first
mainframes, evoking the image of a
prefigured future, already passed and
maybe rewritten at present. But no
more nostalgic sentimentalism, let’s
talk about the section Art &
Computer, the one we are most
interested in, inside the entire path
devoted to digital art.

Bit & Bite story, an exhibition path,
promoted by Sogei (Società generale
di Informatica, General Society of IT)
devoted to the story of IT, has just
ended at the Accademia dei Lincei of
Rome . A view we must meditate on,
starting from the first tools of
computation up to the history of
computerization tout court and to the
30 years of PC, through a true
archaeology of hardware up to
creative experimentation of the new,
though already old, technologies.
The exhibition devotes, in fact, a
considerable part of its proposals to
the controversial union between art
and computer, creating continuity
between tools and language
rewriting, between technical
innovation linearity and the bricolage
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from the issue of identity and of the
scattered, multiplied and virtual body
in the work of
Altre Forme
(2004), to the methods of collective
relationships’ experience offered by
interactive technologies of
with its installations
Connected Es, Shared Emotion and
Biosphere (which emphasis on the
possibilities of dialogue, of
participation and of ethical
entertainment of those new devices),
up to the observations about
hybridization between natural and
artificial represented by the artists
with their Volatile, a
flight of birds simulation.

.

In this expositive section you can
notice the attempt to sum up, which
is absolutely not easy, the large
variety of expressive languages by the
creative use of technologies. Art &
Computer has so been divided into
the different conjugations of this
binomial, from digital painting
represented by Alessandro Gianvenuti
at the Interactive Art of Piero Gilardi
to genetic art represented by
Bianco-Valente .
Here we are some of the mayor
subjects on which digital art has built
up its debate and its “provocations”,

Gianvenuti

Piero
Gilardi

Bianco-Valente
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grow up the thirst of interest in it.
In conclusion, this round-up includes
the experimentations of electronic
music : from the first programs of
digital sequencing to Rob Hubbard,
author of the brilliant soundtracks of
the first videogames, to Amiga’s
trackers and to 1040 Altari, up to the
realization of sophisticated soft wares
of music sequencing such as Cubase .
Of course, there were artists of the
level of Wendy Carlos, Brian Eno,
Aphex Twin .

.

You can even find a view on net art
and on the first web-projects such as
Antoni Muntadas, Jenny Holzer,
Francis Alys, Vuc Cosic, and Mark
Napier. A limited sample, to say the
truth, just a blow-up on a part of
artistic experimentation of recent
years which we hope could help to

www.rai.it/news/articolonews/0,9217
,121046,00.html
www.sogei.it/case_history/mostra_i
nformatica.htm
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Ethical Hacktivismo And Cuban Rhythm
Lucrezia Cippitelli

present into the series of talks 
focused on the theme of Hacker as
virus that pierce and crack a system 
the work of a group of artists and
activists from Havana with whom I
worked for two months last summer.
Our project was about collective
artistic practices in public spaces in
Cuba from the 90′s up to now.

How does the “new media” concept
work where even technology is
difficult to find? Is it possible to talk
about hacktivism in geographical,
political and social spaces where the
lack in technology prevent from
developing practices and activities
that involve exclusively the Internet?
The question  and its possible
answers – has been suggested by the
collective of artists and activists
Chilean Troyano, who asked me to
take part in a conference at the 7 th
Biennial Video and New Media
Exhibition carried out in Santiago del
Cile last November about artistic
practices that involve new media in
Cuba .

.

The publication and presentation of
the CD and book Alamar Express by
Proyecto Omni Zonafranca links with
general Biennial thematic  and so
New Media. It took place in Havana
last October and it’s the collective
realization of a multimedia project.
Sound and text gather the visual and
obviously sonorous seven years
history of the civic action group. It
moves into the Cuban culture as a
virus, changing the critical thought in

A point of view of hacktivism as
collective practice, critical and not
oriented to the production of artistic
“goods”, gave me the chance to
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action of the artist, inside a social
community.

.

Alamar Express is the collection,
sonorization and representation of the
Omni activity who works as a project
of social research and direct
intervention in its district. During the
years the project brought structural
changes, built social spaces and
realized events that prove that arts
can still ameliorate the human life.
Omni started using words and bodies,
economical instruments that are
hardly controlled by censorial
practice. It ameliorate the district life
getting round the bureaucracy,
building up benches for bus stops,
where you can wait for hours,
restoring an abandoned amphitheatre
that is now a popular social space of
the entire East Havana.

Omni was born, developed and works
in Alamar, outlying suburb lacking in
infrastructure of East Havana . This
zone is inhabited by more than 300
thousand people and it’s badly served
by media, deprived of public spaces of
socialisation and services. Well, far
more different than the picturesque
pictures of Havana sold to rich and
corpulent North American or
European tourists. Space of the
counterculture starting from the 70′s
(now it is the cradle of a Rap Festival
who’s born in 1995), Alamar it’s a
district inhabited by Chilean refugee
because of the dictatorship, Russian,
inconvenient intellectual for the
Cuban system. But it’s also part of the
short and not intense- history of
post-revolutionary Cuban urbanism,
rationalist north European and Soviet
project that proposed huge living
structures spread in an area near the
sea and essentially agricultural (a sort
of little Living Unit as which of Le
Corbusier but in the middle of
nothing).

Made up of more than 35 tracks, the
CD “Alamar Express” gather urban
poetry, district noises, rap, analogical
remixed sounds (for example the
keyboard of David Escalona, member
of the group Omni, is his rhythmical
base for his poetical readings). From
the angle of the quality it’s an
incredible project, most of all if you
think that people who created the
product have at their disposal nothing
more than a PC and a digital camera.
“Alamar Express” is the story of a trip
in the district. You can see the images
in the two videos (integrally filmed,
edited and post produced by the
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group)
realized
as
tracks
sound/visual/poetic of the CD, as well
as in the video-installations that the
collective realize in the spaces of the
district. Illegal night screening of
images taken in the urban space.

Internet connection costs from 6 to 10
dollars per hour, as the minimum
salary of an employee. And the
creation of movies using a digital
camera, where you can save up to 30
seconds of .mpg and nothing else.
These are the reason why I want to
think to the activity of the collective
as an action of hacktivism critical,
conscious and highly ethic.
Maybe the old theoretic question
about the use of technologies in art in
an act aimed to it is solved in Alamar.
When it’s naked from every
superstructure, technology becomes
one of the greatest ways to realize
social action. .

.

The use of digital media and their
forcing are definitely hacker practices
that bring communication and
interactivity. The creative use of
digital media available from the black
market in a country where the

www.bienaldevideo.cl/bienal/index.h
tm
alamarexpress@yahoo.es
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Jesper Just, True Love Is Yet To Come
Monica Ponzini

to mention a few Sisley Xhafa and
Yoko Ono , going on with new talents
such as Tami Ben-Tor or the
Collective My Barbarian. An event that
looked at the tradition of the start, as
well as the possibilities offered by the
new media and mixture now active.

Performa was born as a cultural
association in Spring 2004 with the
goal to organize a Biennal Exhibition
dedicated to performance and visual
arts. New York surely has a strong
tradition about performance, that
took roots in 70′s movements, when
SoHo in particular was the cradle of
new way of artistic expression.

.

In these terms, an exemplary
performance is True love is yet to
come by the young Danish artist
Jesper Just (1974). The film preview
has been shown during the opening of
the Biennal Exhibition of Performa, as
the work was commissioned by
Performa indeed.

Its first edition, Performa 05 , has seen
the light from 3rd November to 21st
November and has invaded the Big
Apple with more than 90 artists, who
exhibited in many different places
found between Manhattan and
Brooklyn. From Marina Abramovic,
who
proposed
historical
performances and an absolute
premiere in the amphitheatre of the
Guggenheim Museum , to Francis Alÿs
, who organized a fascinating
striptease for a selected audience, just

Kaleidoscopic and visionary,
presented in the relatively restricted
space of the Stephan Weiss Studio ,
his work is a sort of trip into love
passion. Into an elaborate mixture of
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played scene, video-screened
landscape and holographic figures
with whom the protagonist try to
interact, the real third dimensionality
of the scenic space has been
exploited in synergy with the
pretended reality of the screening.
Jesper Just used two teams of
production
to
realize
the
performance. One specialized in
video, including Danish KM-Animation
and the American V3 specialized in
interactive multimedia, and the other
one specialized in scenic production.

.

As often happen in his works, in True
love is yet to come the cast is
composed only by man, in a sort of
game of unattainable longing. From
the character of flesh and blood,
Baard Owe, to the object’s hologram
of his desire, going on with the group
of Finnish Huutajat (literally a chorus
of “shouter”). The sentimental trip of
the protagonist develop into a
multimedia scene made intense by
strong initiation features mixed with
childhood suggestions. Immerse into
the darkness of the night, the
performance bring us from a wood to
an unreal and inconclusive run of a
carousel, and then an aquatic
background (so death and rebirth at
the sam.

In general Jesper Just uses the video,
always realized with highly
professional production, as medium
of election. He always face the
themes of masculine omo-eroticism
and the seduction in a contest rich of
references of Hollywood , between
irony and dramatic taste.

http://05.performa-arts.org
www.vision3.com
www.km-animation.dk
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Resfest, Keep The Mind Curious
Alessandra Migani

stimulating a double vision: on one
side, towards the artist, who wants to
create and to be all eyes on the world
inside and outside himself; on the
other side, towards the spectator
ready to receive with curiosity an
endless series of audiovisual stimulus.
Who does he want to become
curious? Who’s curious? A curious
person is someone who wants to
know, to look into, to learn and to
experiment. This is how the video
maker-creative mind, thanks to his
curiosity, is pushed to go beyond the
frontier dividing the disciplines,
testing him. The artist is sensitive to
technologic discoveries, he loves to
use innovative languages of
expression, reinvents during the
process of art, culture and technology.
The past is turned into digital and has
a new life in the present; the sight
assimilates organic worlds and digital
architectures: the chances have no
limits.

I still have the images in my mind, I
am happy to have participated in the
first edition of Resfest in Rome at
Palladium Theatre ( 18 th -20 th
November 2005 ). Let’s try to sum up
what the new “artistic vanguards” are
elaborating in the world of video. We
also remind you that this is an
itinerant festival of digital image (at its
9 th edition), attentive to its most
experimental and innovative forms,
famous throughout the world thanks
to an extraordinary program and to a
worldwide tour that reached almost
each continent. In Italy it reached
Turin before Rome .
We could say that the keyword is
keep it curious , the leit-motif of the
entire festival, the curiosity in fact is
the must of the festival. A clear
message which appears between the
hypnotic lines of the catalogue,
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Film Festival and Ginga. Soul of
Brazilian football , a documentary on
Brazilian life described through the
most popular sport in the world.

.

Resfest is perfect for this; it’s a
platform, a window of visual art lab
where it happens a lot. Who manages
to accede to it with his own works,
has the chance to reach a public of
worldwide extent and will be known
in a short time and appreciated. In the
edition of Rome , wanted by Fox Int.
Chan. Italy, we could appreciate an
exhaustive selection of the entire
program of the festival and, near the 6
sections of RESFEST 2005, there were
some initiatives created expressly for
Italy , as the Italian Window.

.

City Paradise of Gaëlle Denis , one of
Short One ‘s, distributed by Channel 4
Television, shows how ,to the eyes of
a Japanese girl just arrived in London,
it could seem frightening. The
metropolis leaves its mark on us, it
seems threatening and makes us feel
such as strangers among strangers,
but it belongs to us, it is part of our
collective imaginary, in it and with it
we become adults. Musicians and
artists make it become alive and
musical and set it to music, or, as in
this short movie, they show fantastic
aspects of an underground and
hidden world: a poetic work, with an
emotionally strong chromatic choice
realized thanks to the Lightwave,
Tons, Flame, Incite techniques.

The Festival is characterized by short
and feature movies, digital animation
works, music videos and much more.
They are fantastic, adventure and
experimental programs divided
according to distinctive interesting
lines as Shorts One , a series of feature
movies, from very short to medium
duration ones, with the most different
themes: By Design presenting the last
innovations in motion graphic and in
broadcast design, Cinema Elettronica
and two retrospectives: Four seasons
of Traktor , a presentation of each
work of the Scandinavian collective
divided into four categories and Beck
Retrospective with 17 video clips of
the US musician. There were
presented two feature movies: Infamy
, a documentary on “graffiti taggers
“of some of the main US cities,
cheered by the critics at Sundance

If we want to spend some words on a
brilliant computer graphics work, we
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can’t forget to mention Over Time by
Oury Atlan , Thibaut Berland, and
Damien Ferrié . A group of puppets,
similar to frog Kermit of Muppet
Show, tries to keep alive its own
puppeteer (Homage to Jim Henson)
with musical performances around it.
Realized at the end of the course of
this student team, it emphasizes their
incredible talent. The short movie is
visibly perfect and extremely
touching.

The young Beck and other directors,
who worked with him, seem to suffer
from the same syndrome. If only we
look at the names of some of the
most brilliant videos of Beck, we can
find the video makers that, in some
sort have contributed, recently, to
give a surplus to the concept itself of
video clips: Michael Gondry, Mark
romanek, Stephane Sednaoui, Garth
Jennings ( Hammer & Tongs ). From
the point of view of music, the
eclectic US artist loves not only to
experiment and to innovate
continuously, but to make funny,
colourful, clever and surrealistic
videos too.

.

The Scandinavian collective, Trakor ,
realizes instead music videos and
commercials for some of the most
famous labels in the world, such as
Nike and Diesel, and for brands such
as MTV. What strikes you most is that
we aren’t faced to simple
commercials in the commercial sense
of the term, but to a new concept of
commercial, tending to favour the
experimentation beside an ironic and
funny approach. We could say that
their success is based, beyond their
talent, on the Peter Pan syndrome.

.

Cinema Elettronica is a selection of
music videos, a program showing the
current
status
of
visual
experimentation combined to electro
music mainstreams. If we wanted to
determine the key words in order to
define music videos of the last years,
we would say: digital technology,
experimentation, freedom of image.
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Electro music is perfect for digital
elaborations such as virtual world
exploration and visual investigation.

won with the creation of imaginary
friends to the sense of persecution.

Video clips made in UK are the leit
motiv, even if the fact that UK was a
breeding ground for ideas and for
minds was quite clear. The themes of
the twenty video clips belonging to
this program are the most differing,
but I wanted to focus on two videos in
particular, where two paranoid mental
creations are turned into digital ones
in a brilliant way. The first one is a
video of Jimmy Edgar (artist of the
label Warp) Is this a real city? directed
by Ben Dawkins,
where the
protagonist is victim of an imaginary
friend’s arrogance and the second one
is the brilliant video of Dom & Nic for
Chemical Brothers “Believe”, where
the protagonist, a young worker in an
auto factory, images he’s run after by
the robots he works with. From that
moment on, he’s followed in the
streets of London , until the time the
young boy, in dire straits, lets him go
to a hysteric laugh.

.

The Italian Window, thanks to whom
the artist tried to give a view on the
Italian artistic reality, and especially
Rome ‘s one, shows attempts of
production of international interest,
such as Fabrica, centre of research on
communication of Benetton Group.
They are interesting works, but still
not suitable to compete at an
international level. However, we
noticed with pleasure that satellite
channels find in Rome a privileged
city, such as Fox, but also very
interesting and very Italian production
and post production studios such as
Frame by frame, PoolFactory and
Flyer Communication.

In the two videos different type of
paranoia are represented, both
disturbing but differently treated. If, in
the first one, the protagonist meets
his dreams’ girl, with her imaginary
friend, in the 2 nd one, the protagonist
is increasingly paranoid and
frightened. A reflection, made by
directors of different origins, on
human paranoia, from the loneliness

Other important moments of this
Italian section were also the Studio
Tour , round tables, presentations of
new digital technologies, workshops,
the portfolio section and live
performances by groups or VJs
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belonging to the artistic and creative
scene of Rome . Thanks to the
meeting presentation TV Design in
Italy , organized by the society of
creative communication Frame by
Frame, we looked at a series of
images of the old and new graphics of
TV, both terrestrial and satellite.

In a background such as the present
one, where the revolution of numeric
images engenders a “process of
derealization and of ghostification of
reality” ( Alberto Abruzzese,
“Prefazione”, in Videoculture of the
end of the century . Napoli , Liguori
Editore, 1989, page 8), you mustn’t
undervalue how, digital work, such as
music videos, animation or
commercials, managed to face with
new technologies re-elaborating the
approach to the images profiting by
each possible effect on the postproduction stage.
What you can
muting
understand
zone going to
such a festival is that new Stalkers
born and widespread rapidly, a sort of
new hunters of strong sense
perceptions. They, in a Tarkovskian
sense, guide artists and scientists
through the
between
present and future.

.

In conclusion, the only negative
aspect of Rome Resfest was its lack in
a meeting/debate with one or more
international directors belonging to
one of the sections of the festival, the
only moment they could have
answered to the curiosity of the
public. Moreover, we hope to see as
soon as possible more sections
devoted to female proposals the
current festivals lack in.

www.resfestroma.com
www.resfest.com
www.res.com
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Peam 2005 Report
Luigi Pagliarini

human identity explores and redefines
the human body, cognition,
communication, spatial position and
semiotic by reading the humanmachine interaction under a different
light. This approach has permeated
the whole meeting, transforming it in
a school for art and thinking
vanguards.

After more than one month of activity
the third edition of the Pescara
Electronic Artists Meeting is over. The
meeting, this year, has shown artistic
robustness,
intellectual
determination, social strength,
political
consciousness
and
philosophical inspiration. Peam2005
counted 15 curators, 12 sections, 7
locations (plus a “virtual ” one) and
more than 100 guests running a large
number of exhibitions, workshops,
concerts and performances.

.

The Peam2005 described the many
aspects of human development in
intellectual and meditative terms  as
seen in the exhibit La Linea Sottile and
the Post-Humans section  as well as
popular and performative terms  as in
the Video Art, Net.Art, Second One
Second Video Festival, and Music and
Audio Video Performance sections.
The event has stressed the
pedagogical factors by running a
Peam-Educational section which

The most impressive thing has been
the coherence with which all the
artists and curators developed and
maintained their ideas around the
leit-motiv, The new human being
positioning, with all the projects
spinning around this request for a
definition of human-beings hybridized
by hi-tech. The research for a new
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highlighted the potentials that art
might have, by bringing a prestigious
event into contact with the youngest
artists.

.

The meeting, organized by the
Artificialia network and dedicated to
those who make use of electronics in
art, has confirmed its ability of
analysis and synthesis, has established
an artistic and social leadership, and
has proved this appointment to be
one of the cultural landmarks on the
international scenario.

Finally, the entertaining experience
itself has been moved forward, by
reinterpreting the rave concept
through the GR ave  a Rave
dislocated in three locations linked by
a “disco bus”  enriched by the
Net.Painting
and Visual-Bridge
sections.

www.artificialia.com/peam2005/
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Tez, Meta Generative Artist
Marco Mancuso

TeZ is above all a musician. He has
been working with electronic music
for years and he has collaborated with
famous artists such as Kim Cascone,
Taylor Deupree and Scanner . But TeZ
is also a sound artist. He’s interested
in the technique and expressive
potentialities of the 5+1 system and in
acousmatic too. TeZ is a video artist,
an experimental director, a video-clip
author and a graphic designer at the
same time. In a word TeZ is an
audiovisual performer in the literary
sense of this term, an aware
researcher of the use of these
expressive instruments possible
synaesthesia. Maurizio Martinucci is
also a generative artist. He’s an
independent producer of codes and
software to real time generate
audiovisual products to enjoy by
means of installations or to live
manage on the stage.

TeZ is Maurizio Martinucci ‘s stage
name. He was originally a musician
and he became then a 360° media
artist thanks to his creative inclination.
TeZ is not famous in Italy yet, but he’s
considered one of the most complete
and versatile electronic artist abroad.
It’s not easy to give a plain definition
of his work. It’s almost impossible to
visualize it for the ones, insiders or
not, that don’t understand the
crossover potentialities of new
electronic arts and the fact it’s not
always necessary to define the level of
meta-language electronic arts
naturally create. We should be proud
one of the most aware meta-artist of
this period is Italian and we shouldn’t
let these artists forcedly emigrate in
the direction of Amsterdam and
Holland digital channels.
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to work with music and video so we
started to think of making up a
project. I usually work on software
and on the concept of integration
between music and video and now
I’m working on a Generative Live
Cinema (GLC) project to real time
manage my lives and the audiovisual
integration. I’ve been theoretically and
practically working on generative art
for three years starting from
Protoquadro, a generative digital
painting project, which is now
economically supported by some
people in Holland.

.

This and much more  is TeZ: he’s a
subtle theorist and an explorer of new
boundaries on the non use of random
parameters in generative art and on
the possibility for sounds and images
to self generate starting from their
intrinsic values. He prefigures new
expressive languages with his
Generative Live Cinema (GLC),
Scanner ‘s video stooge in the
Blindscape project presented as a
world première at the Electronic Night
at the Rome Europe Festival 2005 ,
one of the most effective and
emotionally involving audiovisual lives
I’ve ever seen. The following part of
this article is the result of a chat I had
with TeZ on that occasion. I think it
reveals the purpose of Digicult, which
is the real and not only theoretic
comprehension of the possibility for
an individual to start a meta and
transversal dialogue between arts and
disciplines.

.

MK: Can you talk me about you, your
work and your artistic inclination? Can
you explain me how the collaboration
with Scanner started?

MK: Can you talk me about the Sub
Multimedia Research Lab you set up
some years ago in Rome ?

TeZ: I met Scanner fifteen years ago.
Coil gave me a list of contacts
because I wanted to get some of the
material they produced and Scanner
was their experimental art events
producer. So we met. Scanner was
becoming famous and I was starting

TeZ: yes you’re right, I actually set up
a laboratory in Rome called Sub
Multimedia Research Lab , and there
as years went I’ve been working with
almost 30 people. Federico Bonelli
and I have been the hinge of this
laboratory since 1999 and we decided
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to leave Italy because we couldn’t find
some financial help to start a creative
and artistic research project. We
usually work on three levels: the
writing of self-contained software,
the work on sound, imagines and text
integration and finally real time
generation connections among these
digital media. The Lab is now formed
by 6 persons working together on
specific projects: two of them live in
Amsterdam , two of them in Paris and
the last two persons decided to stay
in Rome.

To give a visual character to my
electronic lives it was necessary to
work on images. This led me to the
writing of my own software I called
Trivid I’m still using in a different way.
Every software I subsequently wrote
derive from Trivid included the one
I’m presenting tonight Generative Live
Cinema (GLC), which is the core of a
very clear-cut idea of generative art
and live expression. Working with
Scanner was very odd because we are
both involved in music and images
and for that we have a lot of affinities
even if I’m more visual skilled while
he’s more audio skilled. So he was the
one who proposed me to give a visual
composition to the sounds of bats he
recorded with special radar. Our
project is an open one and it’s already
changing. We think of turning it into a
DVD and we want to work together
on the audio and visual level to have
the possibility to confront ourselves.

.

MK: Blindscape, the project Scanner
and you are presenting tonight, is a
world première. Can you talk me
about your artistic vein astride audio
and video?
TeZ: Blinscape is a world première
and it’s the first time we appear
together. I’ve been working chiefly on
the image and video composition for
the last five years, even if my
background is largely a musical one.

.

MK: You worked with Kim Cascone
and Taylor Deupree, who are music
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and sound researcher. How much are
you fascinated by sound art concept
and the idea of giving sound the
effect of space?

Cinema and at first I thought it was a
good way to presents some live
projects
as
they
were
a
cinematographic product. Actually no
one of the projects I’ve seen is really a
cinematographic product because
they include no narrative. So I decided
to create my instrument/software to
live and real time gain a series of
visual and sound effects that could
make use of a visual element that can
lead back reality as we know it to
make a more comprehensive,
emotional and (so) cinematic work.
Today we don’t use digital
significance potentialities to connect
it to something beyond digital itself.
Something we normally see and
observe.

TeZ: As I was saying I’m coming back
working on the sound, mainly on
giving sound the effect of space. I’m
looking for an effective use of 5+1
system and I’m exploring out of the
ordinary uses of it. Plus I’m still
involved in the VillaLogicaSonora
project presented at an Amsterdam ‘s
square and managed through a
joystick and software I wrote. Finally
I’m working out with Kim Cascone
some projects focused on the
acousmatic concept and the idea of
giving sound the effect of space.
MK: Can you explain how could you
put together this artistic approach
with the generative cinema concept
you was talking about before? Last
Transemediale edition coined a
neologism “Live Cinema”. What in your
opinion do this new word really mean
and how can some project there
presented be included in this
category?

.

TeZ: I’m working a lot on my
generative audiovisual projects, video
and music real time put together. I’m
sure there’s some misunderstanding
on the use of new terms and my
project is in this sense a little bit
provoking; In Holland I’ve seen many
works belonging to the so-called Live

MK: How is the concept of generative
art included in this process? One of
the concepts of this creative universe
is connected to the ability of laying
hands on code as it were a real artistic
inclination, waiting for a final result
which is made by a machine
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according to random parameters and
almost ignoring the aesthetics of the
ending product.

.

MK: Do you think these things give
you more potentialities as an
artist/performer?

TeZ: Generative concept is
fundamental but I don’t agree with
the tendency you described even if I
know it’s on the increase, almost out
of control. The term “generative”
surely indicates the capability of
creating a code to transform and
generate something. But how does
the code generate it? What does it
generate? Many algorithms are
generated
through
random
parameters, but I’ve been working for
one year and a half to create an
algorithm that was not based on the
random concept, which I think it’s an
unreal thing, a function written by
someone else to create an
unpredictable number of events. In
my opinion this represents a limit and
I’m more interested in recycling a
material which can self determine the
unpredictability of a composition. This
is what “generative” means for me; so
the simple and maybe trite idea is to
produce an unpredictable number of
events without using random
functions.

TeZ: Well, if you work on a project like
Protoquadro unpredictability and
generation don’t derive from a
random code or a function; they
derive from the very nature of the
photographs, in my case I used
images colours as a parameter. I like
to work on something that makes
sense, I like to think that image can
self determine its evolution  following
unpredictable paths obviously. In an
audiovisual context this let me work
on sound and images which are
indissolubly connected; I use the
sound as a parameter to generate
variants on a predefined visual matrix.
This leads to a technical result which
is a real audiovisual connection and
let me explore absolutely new
aesthetics territories giving new life to
live concept which is so vituperated in
the today electronic art universe.

www.submultimedia.tv
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Bioart, Between Ethics And Aesthetics
Tiziana Gemin

Taxonomy of an etymological monster
on the difficulty of finding bio art
works parameters or limits.

By means of technology these days’
sciences produce aesthetics images
so it is not surprising the artistic field
produces works which look like
genetic engineering surgical
procedures or laboratory experiments.

.

Almost ten years ago to appeal the
audience bio art works were based on
conventional art forms iconography.
They were genetic images and virtual
creatures’ sculptures. Genetic art has
been a synonym of bio art for a long
time. Think of D N A11 work where the
basis of life is codified and then
reproduced as a visual icon. It’s
enough to give a DNA sample using
an appropriate kit and DNA11 creates a
unique and unrepeatable graphic
image.

Faced with some operations our
aesthetic but also ethics sense is
often put in a critical position. We are
forced to redefine the border
between animate and inanimate
world and our definitions of subject
and object. Bio art  art manipulating
life mechanisms  doesn’t have a
precise thematic manifesto and it
involves a lot of very different projects
whose contents and methodologies
are relative to biotechnology. The
promoter of various bio art exhibitions
and author of the Biotech Art book
Jens Hauser gave a lecture at Ars
Electronica 2005 entitled Bio Art 

But scientific knowledge is gone
beyond: for example some discoveries
were made in the field of tissue and
cell culture, in neurophysiology, in bio
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robotics, in the synthesis of artificial
DNA
sequences
and
in
xenotransplants.

of products. This doesn’t mean there’s
a regression process and we’re
coming back to an art focused on the
object: instead of graphic or figurative
representations we now tend to
perform, to find connections between
bio technologies and economic,
politic and social conditions. Bio art is
now between real life and the
symbolic reign of art. .

.

There are two different approaches to
create artificial life: you can make use
of an immaterial code or there’s a
more innovative approach: comparing
bio technology to a practical, physic
application. The concept of life as
code is losing its appeal and today we
tend to concretely use organic
material. However it’s still difficult to
call bio art the computer simulations
of biologic processes. Today’s
transgenic art artists tend to use
organic materials and among them
there’s Eduardo Kac that gave birth
through his project GFP Bunny gave
birth to Alba , a transgenic rabbit who
becomes fluorescent under peculiar
light conditions.

.

Another aspect of re-materialized bio
art is in the use of the body as a game
arena like it is in body art. So
aesthetics becomes invasive as the
project of the French duo Art Orienté
Object shows: they’re programming a
transfusion of filtered panda’s blood.
Body art artists too are coming close
to tissue culture; Stelarc wants to
build an extra ear and Orlan wants to
create a culture of hybrid skins. They
both collaborated with the Australian
research group TC&A (Tissue Culture
and Art Project). Bio art and body art
have also in common the fact their

According to Hauser one of the
essential effects of this recent bio art
“metamorphosis” is that bio art is
moving towards a re-materialization
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works live on as photographs or video
documentaries.

exposition space for eight weeks.
After this period they cooked the
small pseudo-meat beefsteaks as a
nouvelle cuisine plate they served up
some volunteers. There were some
escaped to death frogs staring at
them from some aquariums.
Although Hauser’s argumentations are
unambiguous I think the role of the
artist is not yet well defined. It’s not
clear if the artist should give his
contribute to knowledge production
or he should warn people about
possible wrong genetic uses. Bio
artists seem to be interested in the
relationship between these research
areas and the social landscape but
there’s no answer yet even because
the artists can constantly reinvent
their role.

.

Finally Hauser says it’s impossible to
give a unique definition of bio art or to
connect it with specific procedures or
materials. Bio art is above all a live art
transformation that manipulates
“genetic materials”. The Disembodied
cuisine by TC&A performing
installation is an example illustrating
this complexity. During the Art
Biotech exhibition an experiment was
made to produce meat without killing.
Artists cultivated some synthetic
tissues starting from frogs muscle
cells and they have been daily fed
these cell cultures in a lab inside the

www.dna11.com
www.ekac.org
http://artorienteobjet.free.fr
www.t c a.uwa.edu.au
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Netporn: New
Tatiana Bazzichelli

more by means of P2P channels, blogs
and share circuits of videos, pics and
independent movies exchange it is a
very rapid success. The porn becomes
playful and ironical; it deconstructs
and creates new codes.

Indie porn seems to impart new sap
to net culture, which was exhausted
of years of debates on digital body
and cyberspace. On the other hand
our mailboxes speak without beating
about the bush too: more than 50% of
the messages we receive everyday
testify that sex is an important part of
our life and netporn is a phenomenon
we can’t close the eyes to. A two days
event focused on netporn criticism
called The Art and Politics of Netporn
was organized in Amsterdam.

In olden times we inquired into digital
bodies and bit physique, today we
prefer real performance to virtual one
where the body becomes flesh at last
(using
a
now
memorable
Cronenberg-like expression. I think
many of you remember his movie
“Videodrome”.)
The late 80′s  beginning of the 90′s
“indie” imaginary that accompanied
the most part of those years punk has
now become “porn” bringing the “do it
yourself” idea in contact with your
skin and underneath your clothes
(which are no more virtual clothes).
Today pornography is becoming more
and more “indie porn” and its main
characters are no longer stars but very
normal people that self manage their
sexuality creating a new independent
pornography. Maybe genuineness is
the new secret of success. What’s

.
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This event was organized by the
Institute of Network Cultures , cured
by Geert Lovink, Katrien Jacobs and
Matteo Pasquinelli supported by
Interactive media, Hogeschool van
Amsterdam
(www.interactievemedia.hva.nl),
Amsterdam School for Cultural
Analysis (www.hum.uva.nl/asca/),
Cut-Up magazine (www.cut-up.com)
and de Condomerie, Amsterdam
(www.condomerie.com). It presented
different points of view in the online
pornography debate. They discussed
about the rising Netporn society and
about connections between porn and
censorship, aesthetics surveillance
and digital media aesthetics. There

were numerous theorists and artists
such as Mark Dery, Mikita Brottman
and Susanna Paasonen .
To better understand it we
interviewed Matteo Pasquinelli on this
event and his text Warporn! Warpunk!
Autonomous Videopoesis in Wartime.
Written in 2004 it presents an
interesting analysis of the connections
among war, media, technology, body
and desire in a political society that is
becoming still more pornographic in
its global being. The use of porn
images as an instrument of collective
fascination, the use of radical images
as self-defence weapons and new
performing territories.
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other hand in the Western Countries
which are not personally involved in
the war the commercial imaginary has
to imitate underground porn attitude
and images to recover its appeal.
Briefly we can say show business and
net societies are more and more
involving
hypertrophic
representations of the human being’s
desire and animal instinct. It’s a
molecular and intimate becoming of
media biosphere (you know someone
could say “biopolitics”). It doesn’t have
forcedly to be a negative process: it’s
just a social evolution. “Politics of
Netporn” means: how can we live
together with this process?

.

Tatiana Bazzichelli: The pornography
topic is becoming very important to
reflect on world political events and
their media representation. Referring
to your text “Warporn! Warpunk!” and
“The Art and Politics of Netporn”
event, how does politics become
pornography and vice-versa?

Tatiana Bazzichelli: The rising Indie
Porn phenomenon, which is
connected to your Warpunk
discussion, seems to open new
perspective to activism forms, Mainly
on the overcoming of self-censorship
that permeates a lot of movement
environments. The future is in the
erotic awakening?

Matteo Pasquinell: It depends on
what you think pornography means. I
think it’s better to explain some terms
even if it’s not useful to give a
univocal definition as pornography is
formed by a multitude of forces (it’s
enough to read the first pages of
Pornocopia by Laurence O’ Toole to
see how every definition seems to
have
unintentional
funny
implications). Anyway today we often
docket as “pornographic” the media
events that represent a sudden and
violent connection between our
animal instincts and the collective
imaginary. They don’t have to be
forcedly sexual images, think of death,
violence and war pornography. On the

Matteo Pasquinell: Compared to the
political movements of the ’60s and
’70s It’s a little bit strange the fact the
so-called “Seattle’s people” gave
almost no room to body and desire
subjects (preferring a para-catholic
interest for the Third World) and they
have never been involved in any
sexual imaginary (with few pink and
queer exceptions). At the same time
net culture generation and digital
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media assault have represented a new
lustful economy that has invested a
considerable quantity of desire in
machines. Today the body imaginary
seems to be explored and
experimented by advertising only. We
must admit a certain body atrophy,
but something is happening on the
net: the world of blogs is forcing a
public and collective debate on sexual
and pornography fields also. After
Indie Porn phenomenon, which was
mainly video-oriented, we are looking
at a new blog galaxy that uses porn
images in a complete playful and self
ironical way. They are creating a new
grammar and technology reinventing
the pornographic game rules and
overcoming its limits.

which was one of the Amsterdam ‘s
conference topics gave almost no
room to art. It’s a phenomenon with
great social dimensions and art is
forced to be behind time. The net has
given visibility to practices and
experimentations which don’t need
art galleries social economy to be
recognized anymore. Katrien Jacobs
wrote a book which has just been
published by Maska LIBI_DOC:
Journeys in the Performarce Of Sex
Art about the relationship between
sex and technology. It’s an interesting
book because it refuses both the
academic and art critic languages
preferring an autobiographical
approach. On the contrary of some
academicians talking as they were
anthropologists or entomologists
parachuted in a jungle, Katrien’s
experience comes into play
Tatiana Bazzichelli: What has it come
out from Amsterdam ‘s event? Will
there be new “The Art and Politics of
Netporn”?
Matteo
Pasquinell:
Netporn
Conference was a success, thanks to
the peculiar open and tolerant
Amsterdam ‘s atmosphere. There we
have been stored endorphins and
pheromones for months. We would
like to organize the next netporn
event in a city similar to Amsterdam
but we don’t have an actual project
yet.

.

Tatiana Bazzichelli: How can netport
open new horizons to the most
independent artistic experimentation?
Matteo Pasquinell: The ironic
paraphrase of a Castells’ book title
“The rise of the netporn society”,
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mention about the connections
between Indie Porn and free software.
Among the partakers there will be the
New Thinking collective  a
development centre for free software
and Linux diffusion, the media theorist
Florian Cramer and the pop star Dahlia
Schweitzer.

.

http://www.sarai.net/journal/05_pdf
/11/03_matteo.pdf

A little tip for readers . The 16
December at 7.00 p.m. in the
Newthinking space in Berlin ,
Tucholskystr 48 during “x-Sites – Sex
in Internet” soft porn software art
theorists and artists are asked to take
part in a reflection on independent
online pornography forms. No

http://multitudes.samizdat.net/articl
e.php3?id_article=1495
www.networkcultures.org/netporn
www.libidot.org
http://store.newthinking.de
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Link index
Skoltz Kolgen, Audiovisual Duo
http://www.skoltzkolgen.com
Rachel Greene And Contagious Media
http://www.rhizome.org/
http://www.newmuseum.org/
http://www.eyebeam.org/
http://www.beigerecords.com/cory/
http://www.irational.org/heath
The Other Tv Is Made Up With A Modem
http://www.56k-bastard.tv/index.html
http://www.xcult.org/rest/rest.html
http://next2frame.altervista.org/56k.htm
Copyzero X: Multiple Choice Licence
http://www.costozero.org/licenze/selezione_licenza.php
http://www.unicam.it/ssdici/diritto_d.htm
http://internet.cybermesa.com/%7Eberny/cosacopyleft.html
http://nilocram.altervista.org/spip/article.php3?id_article=29
http://www.costozero.org/
http://www.creativecommons.it/
Flickr Art: Database And Voyeurism
http://www.flickr.com/
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http://www.flickr.com/services
http://www.marumushi.com/apps/flickrgraph
http://krazydad.com/colrpickr
http://www.mappr.com/
http://www.flickrmap.com/
http://www.fixr.org/
http://www.metaatem.net/words
http://www.mediamatic.net/artefact-200.9203.html
Video Art Perceptive Codes
Thomas Brinkmann, Electronic Antistar
http://www.max-ernst.de/
Dj: Shaman Or Jukebox?
Metamkine Look At Us: Live! Ixem 05
http://www.ixem.it
http://metamkine.free.fr/
Evolutionary Simulation Artificial Intelligence
http://www.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/holland.GAIntro.htm
http://www.his.atr.jp/~ray/tierra/index.html
http://www.biota.org/
http://www.darwinathome.org/
http://web.genarts.com/karl/evolved-virtual-creatures.html
You, Robot
The Dialogue Of Ics And Ipsilon
Material Girls
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http://www.ifmachines.com/
http://www.ifmachines.com/products.html
http://www.ifmachines.com/design_dynamic.html
http://www.ifmachines.com/leapinglines.html
http://loop.ph/twiki/bin/view/Loop/RachelWingfield
http://www.clothclinic.com/
http://www.research.philips.com/newscenter/archive/2005/050902-phottex
t.html
mms://Ntstream2.ddns.ehv.campus.philips.com/efi/86090/Photonic.wmv
Big Art Group And The Infested Screen
http://www.bigartgroup.com
For A Democratic And Shared Net
http://www.smsitunis2005.org/plateforme/index.php?lang=en
Do You Remember Our Beloved Commodore 64?
http://www.rai.it/news/articolonews/0,9217,121046,00.html
http://www.sogei.it/case_history/mostra_informatica.htm
Ethical Hacktivismo And Cuban Rhythm
http://www.bienaldevideo.cl/bienal/index.htm
mailto:alamarexpress@yahoo.es
Jesper Just, True Love Is Yet To Come
http://05.performa-arts.org/
http://www.vision3.com/
http://www.km-animation.dk/
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Resfest, Keep The Mind Curious
http://www.resfestroma.com/
http://www.resfest.com/
http://www.res.com/
Peam 2005 Report
http://www.artificialia.com/peam2005/
Tez, Meta Generative Artist
http://www.submultimedia.tv
Bioart, Between Ethics And Aesthetics
http://www.dna11.com/
http://www.ekac.org/
http://artorienteobjet.free.fr/
http://www.tca.uwa.edu.au/
Netporn: New
http://www.networkcultures.org/netporn
http://www.networkcultures.org/netporn
http://www.networkcultures.org/netporn
http://www.libidot.org/
http://store.newthinking.de
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